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IlfTRCDUCTION 
Economic development Is an extremely ccwnaplex phenomenon and 
Is Influenced by factors of a physical, technological and psycho-
id glcal nature, " The process of induftrial Growth requires as 
one of Its accompanying structural changes within the economy, 
the development of a capital market that v;lll provide an adequate 
and properly distributed supply of finance to those entrepreneura 
• whether public or private — who are setting up new industrial 
•1 plarts or expanding existing ones» The availability of money 
and credit permitts ertrepreneurs to gain control over the real 
resources, which enable them to engaoe in Industry by producing 
and distributing industrial products. 
Successful industrialisation has always been dependent on 
factors, such as availability of entrepreneurship, efficient pro-
duction techriques, skilfull n^nagemert methods, and, above all, 
adequate financial resources. The adequate financial resources 
are vital for Increasing the pace of Industrialisation and, there-
fore, the existance of suitable agencies to mobilise and develop 
resources that are available internally becomes necessary* It is 
at this staqe that development banks oome into picture. While the 
development banks can not be an engine of growth, but they can 
ceztainly act as a growth inducing factor in the desirable direc-
tions. 
1, Rosen, George, •• Some As; Some AscM^ cts of Industrial Finaijce in India", 
Asia Pub-lishing House, Bombay, 1962, P,l, 
y. 
At an early sta e of development^ the would be entrepreneurs 
normally find their own financial resources Inadequate and there-
fore, resort to external sources, OJie market through which such 
finance Is available is the capital market. The role of capital 
market is to act as an Intermediary to collect community's savings 
and to channelise the same into appropriate productive activities 
consistent with national priorities* The Intermediation of capital 
market tends to reduce the transaction costs and thus establishes 
a kind of relationship between savers and investors which facili-
tates transfer of savings from surplus sectors to the deficit sec-
2 
tors requiring these resources for investment, Wie capital market 
has thus crucial role to play In the process of econrmic devel'^p-
ment. 
Although economic development Is a real phenomenon, it can 
not neglect Its financial aspect. In modern economies using money, 
finance may be defined as the provision of funds at the time it 
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is wanted, Financial consideratloxts have bequn to dominate the 
field of production to such an extent that it is no wonder that 
industrial development is tc no mean extent limited by the avai-
lability of finance. Emphasising its iroportan*'%>rof, Greg^ jT"/ sjiys, 
•• finance is one of the most potent and almost the least impeded 
2, Ojha, P,D,, *• Recent Trends in Indian Capital Market," 
Reserve Bank of India Bulletin, Feb,1984, 
/ p,83, 
'^ 3, Palsh, P.W,," Business Finance " 1953, p,3. 
of the agencies integrating the modern world lute a single eco* 
noroic system. 
Recently Gurley and Shaw^  have develc^ed a theory of finance 
wherein they have discussed the role of financial markets and Instl* 
tutlons In a growlna economy* They have shown that an Itrmature fin-
ancial system acts as an obstacle to economic growth* The theory 
of finance developed by Gurley and shaw leads one to consider the 
entire financial sectors Importance In the context of economic 
development. They have laid emphasis on the allocation function of 
the financial Intermediariest 
•Hie systematic and conprehenslve empirical work In this 
field was done for the first time In the United States by R,W, 
g 
Goldsmith, While In the U,K, a comprehensive survey of financial 
InstltutlonShas been made by the Raddiff Committee, The Importance 
of Intermediaries and their crucial roie is vividly brought out 
In these studies. 
In developing countries* availability of finance is one of 
the Imprrtant bottlenecks In the process of rapid economic derelop-
ment. Since the personal savings are meagre due to lower per-caplta 
incomes In these countries, the enhances of increasing the rate of 
savings appear poor. However, much can be done by putting greater 
4, Gregory, T,E,, " An Introduction to Finance •*• p«22, 
5* Ourley, John, G,, & Shaw, E,W,, * Wbn^ In a Theory of Pinancei^  
Motilal Banarsidas,Delhi,1968, 
6» For details see Goldsmith, F«W,, "Financial Intermediaries in j«, 
the American Economy since 1900, 
N« B,EcR, Princeton,1950* 
7^ See Report of the Comnlttee on the Working of the Honataxy 
System (Rad^liff Committee Report) X^ndon, August,19S9« 
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enphasls on Instltutionallsatlon of savings, Therefrre^ one of 
the most pressing needs of the developing countries is to promote 
financial integrity, establish effective and cheap protection for 
rights of creditors and create the financial institutions throy^h 
which the savings of the conwrunity can be ef-Pectively channelled 
g 
into the hands of active investors* 
a 
In/3evelop1ng country, an inroature financial system acts as 
an obstacle to the economic growth. In a rudimentxy econoniy# where 
there are no financial Intermediaries, there ^re restraints on 
savings, on capital accumulation and on efficient allocation of 
savings to investment. These factors act as an impediment to the 
growth of output and Income* On the other hand, in a developed 
financilal sys+an, the efficient operation of specialised financial 
Institutions can raise the savings and investments above the level 
that v/ould have occured^had there been no such IrstltutloniB, In 
addition, by bringing about a better allocation of Investment the 
productivity of capital Is improved, and this promotes the "real* 
economic growth cf the country, 
m the developing countries, institutional arrangements for 
the mobilisation and channelling of financial resources must be 
6, Memorandiim of IBRD to the report of the U,N, on "Methods of 
Financing Economic Develqpmient in Underdeveloped Countries? 
New York, 1949, 
9, Moses Abraaovltz " Economics of Growth " in iv Survey of 
Oontenqporary Economics^Vol. II, Edited 
by B,F. Halley, Illinois,1952, p. 
146-176. 
Continuously expanded and adopted to the growing and Varied needs 
of the econriry. Even In developed countries the need for speciali-
sed financial Institutions Is being Increasingly f^^t, though the 
qtiantum of assistance channelled through thew Is small In relation 
to what Is provided by the ordinary capital market ifaechanlsro. In 
fiefveloplng countries the need for such Institutions Is much greater 
aifid In this connection, a great deal of Initiative and assistance 
Isi called for by the government and Its agencies. 
For a long-time Industrial devclopr-ent Ir India hag been 
hampered for vmnt of adequate financial resources. Before i.ndcpen-
dence, Indian financial system v;as not responsive to opportunities 
f6r industrial Investment, and Incapable of sustaining a high rate 
0f industrial growth^ particularly, the grovrth of new and Innova-
ting entreprlses. However, after Independence Government of India, 
consistent v/lth its policy of playing an active role in the indus-
trial development of the country, took appropriate steps towards 
creating a network of financial institutions to fill the gaps in 
10 the supoly of long-terro finance to Industry, Now we have a fairly 
well developed complex of financial institutions for the provision 
of term finance to the industry. These institutions have served 
well 
the country fairly/in meeting the fixed capital requirements of 
the industrial sector. Oldest of these Institutions is the 'Indus-
trial Finance Corporation of India* {1?CI) established in CJUly, 1948, 
10, For details see next chapter 
In the present study e n t i t l e d , "Role of Indus t r i a l Flaance 
Corporation In Indus t r i a l Dcvelopmrnt of India", an attejopt has 
been irade to examine the contr ibut ion made by IPCI towards Indus-
t r i a l developir^^nt In India and I t ? ro l e Ir I t . Ofiis study makes 
an overa l l assessment rf the f inanc ia l operations of IPCI to Indus-
t r i a l pro jec ts from d i f fe ren t aspects* This study, though, COVex» 
a period cf 36 years beginning from Jvily, 1948 to JUre 1984|i but 
the annual t rends In the operations have been analysed only for 
thfe l a s t 14 years , v i z . from 1970*71 to 1983-84. However, In some 
caB^e the annual data has been taken from 1974-75 to 1983-84, 
because of the non-aval l a b i l i t y of the data for the e a r l i e r y e a r s . 
In the present study an att^inpt has a l so bern made t o make a comp-
^?;-atlve study for the two sub-periods i .e* 1948-49 t o 1969-70 and 
i970-71 to 1983«84. 
HYPOTHESIS t 
The aim of the present study is to test the hypothesis thr«it 
IFCI has been successful in perfcrming Its function in the follow-
ing wayst 
I) by providing increased assistance to the medium and large-
scale industries! 
II) by financing new projects and also projects for their expl^-
sion and modernisation^ 
ill) removing regional imbalances by providing Increased assis-
tance to the backward areas| and 
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Iv) four ding the base for rapid industrialisation by providing 
Increased assistance to the basic and capital goods Indus* 
tries* 
In the present study data relatec? to the workinq and opera-
tions of IPCI has been collected from the various anrxial reports 
of IFCI, While the data relating to working and operations of 
other terra-lending institutions has been collected from the issu-
es of " Report on Currency and Finance • pxiblished by the Reserve 
Banking 
Bank of India and *• Report on Development/in Inc'la 1983-84** pvjb» 
lished by the Industrial Development Bank of India (lEBI)t 
SCHEME OP STUDY» 
*W—li>iiiiMi.lni.<MilWWil • »i I 
The whole study Is <?ivided into five chapters* 
First chapter deals i^ lth the provision of inc'ustrial finance 
in India, In the brgining certain theoratlcal aspects cf industrial 
firar-ce are briefly discu£'se<f. Then it examines the historical back-
grourd cf finincial intermediaries and industrial finance ir Ihdia# 
/ > 
Tncl studies the efforts nnc"'e by the Government of In^ia after ,inde-
perc'erce ir this directior# A brief picture of operatlon^of alX 
the term-lerding institutions and their confeributlon to the indus-
trial finance has also been presenter* Ir this chapter. 
In the second chapter, an assessment of the overall opera-
tions of IFCI has been made, Ihe salient feature of IFCI's opera4 
tlons from different aspects have also been discussed in this 
•^ 
chapter. This chapter occupy the major portion of the present 
stVK3y« 
The Hiird chapter examines the role of IPCl In flnarclng 
the various Industries In 2ndla« A review of some Important Indus-
tries assisted by IFCI has also been made In this chapter. 
Apart from Its projects financing operations, IPCI has also 
undertaken a number of promotional measures to accelerate the 
process of Industrialisation In the country, ^ is promotlcnal role 
of IFCI has been analysed In the foxirth chapter, 
ISie fifth chapter summarises the findings of the preceding 
chapters. Along with the conclusions, a few suggpstlrns are also 
made for Increasing the role of IPCI In the rapid Industrial deve-
lopment In India, 
-x-x-x-x-x*-
CHAPTER - I 
IMDUSTRIAL FINANCE IK INDIA 
Financial constraints are as Important In the Industrial 
development of a country as the technological and market const-
tralnts. Business ability always stands in need of adequate and 
flexible supply of Industrial finance, industrial finance Includes 
raising of the required funds, its control and management. 
Ttie financial infrastructure of an economy consists of fin-
ancial Institutions* financial Instruments, and financial markets• 
Financial claims are created by both financial institutions and 
also non-financial Institutions such as government and corporaike 
entities. Before examining the Industrial finance in India, let 
us see the problem of finance for the industry as a whSle. 
FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS OF INDUSTRIES| 
Financial requircmfnts of the industries are basically of 
two types I 
I) Fixed or Block or Long-term capitali and 
II) Floating or Working or short-term capital. 
Fixed or long-term capital is required for the acquisition 
of fixed or block assets such as lan^ building plant and machinery 
etc. On the other hand^floating or shrrt-teim capital is required 
to meet day-tc-day requirements of the industry like, the financ-
ing of the stocks cf jjaw materials, stores, marketing of products. 
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payments of salaries and waqrs etc. It Is also called circulating 
capital* " The major line of demarcritlcn between the two Is that, 
while extreme fluic'ity characterizes the latterjblock capital be-
comes crystallized". Between these two typrs cf fin mce i.e< long 
term and short-term, there is a third category called • Meditim -
term loans * which Is generally needed for extension and replace-
ment of plant and equipment. 
The requirements for finance depends on the type of business 
or production to be undertaken. Large-scale industries with capital 
intensive technology would require huge amount of funds for both 
fixed capital as well as for working capital, while the small • 
scale and cottage industries with relatively labour intensive 
technology will generally require less amount of funds to start 
the business and to operate it, Ttie nature of technology and the 
level of output to be produced are natural determinants of the re-
quirement of finance. Besides these, guestation period of the pro-
2 
Jects and the length of the operating cycle also had considerable 
effect on the requirement of finance. Larger these periods more 
will be the requirements of finance for business operatl'-n, 
SOURCES OF FINANCE! 
TSie^ e are two sources of finance for indurtry> 
1, S^thuiaman, T.V,, " institutional Financing of Economic Deve-
lopment ir India,** Vlkas Publication^ 1970> 
p.4. ' 
2, Operating cycle is the speed with which the working capital 
compile*** its round i.e.conversion of cash into inventory 
of raw materials and stores, inventory of raw materials into 
the InventakTy of finished goods, invent<>ry of finished goods 
into book debts or accounts recelveable from the customers and 
finally realisation of cash fxxm the customers* 
1 
1) Internal sources; and 
ii) external sources. 
I) Internal Sourcest 
Internal fu'-ds are generated by the firm Itself, The major 
p<1jctiOTx of such funds will be In the form of reserves and surpltis 
which a business flnm accumulates annually by retaining a portion 
«f its profits, iSiis is also known as ploughing back of profits, 
ThB availability of retained earnings for investment depends on 
absolute level of past and current profits, the dividend policy 
and scope and need for expansion of the firm. Besides retained 
earnings, the finns make annual provision for dcprcciaticn alloxira-
ncejtaxatior etc, which constitute the other major dlcmcnt of 
internal funds, "Biere are occassicnally other miscellaneous items 
due to which internal tune's are generated such as,developirent re-
bate given by the g^ vernrornt while detcrmlnlrq the taxatlm liabi-
lity of the firm, but their shar«ls noirmally very low • 
II) Eactemal Sources i 
External sources may be divided into shcrt-term and long-
term external sources, 
a) External Sourcest Short-termi-> 
BXtemal funds for short-term uses ^re raised in various 
forms such as bank loans, trade creciits, coiwnercial papers like 
bill of exchange and other promissory notes, hire-purchase faci-
lities and leasing etc. Banks are the traditional most important 
12 I' 
source of shcrt-tenr finance. Banks provide credit for Indtistry " 
and trade In the fcrm of loans and overdraft facilities basically 
to meet the working capital requirements. 
b) External Sources t LonQ«»tennt-
Long-terrn funds from external sources are raised In the form 
of the shares or equity capital and borrowings* The Issue of shares 
and the raising of share capital from outside Is regulated by the 
gcvemm* vt and, therefore. It Is called " authorlsed»pald-up capital" 
Borrowings of capital for long-term purposes are done In 
various fojrms, such as bank loans, Instltuti'^nal finances, bonds 
and debentures. Banks discourage long-term loans as It is risky and 
less profitable for them. Institutional finances are thp mcst Impor-
tant source cf long-term extrrnal finances. Specialised financial 
institutions provide long-term loans to Industries at concessional 
rate of interest with a view to faster the Industrialisation process 
of the country, mternatloral sources such as World Bank, Asian 
Development Bank etc. also provide long-term loans to Industries 
thr' ugh the govemrornt channels. Bonds anc debrntures are the ddst 
Instttuments, 
The external finance may be elthrr direct or Indirect. Direct 
finance Involves borrowing fr^m surplus spending units by drfltlt 
spendirg units. Deficit spending units Issue debt of their qiwn 
(d^ect debt) and hold financial assets in the form cf direct secu-
rities, purchase of various kim^s of securities by Individual inves-
tors is a type of this financing, indirect financing is 'possible 
with the help of various Intermediaries which mobilise savings fro« 
individual ssvers and invest then in different forms* 
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INDUSTRIAL FIMANCE IN IKDtf 
HISTORICAL BACKGROUNDt 
India could net achieve much in the front of industrial develop-
ment under the foreign regime# In May 1916, the Govemment of India, 
for the first time, appointed an Indian Industrial Commissiogli to exa* 
mine and report upon possibilities of further industrial development 
in India* The CoRinission pointed out that laclc of financial facilities 
was one of the most serious bottleneck in the encouragement of Indust-
3 
rial development in India, The Commission, inter alia,recommended for 
the establishment of industrial banks* The sar.<e point was reitrated by 
the Indian Central Banking Enquiry Committee in 1931, which recommended 
for the setting-up of an all-India Industrial Finance Corporation to 
meet the long-term requirements of medium and small scale industties* 
The same problem was handltxl individually by Dr* P,S,Lok«aT.isthaB and 
Dr, S.K.Basu and slirilar suggestions xirere made by them. But nothing 
concrete cume out untlil the achievaaent of independence in this ins-
pect* L.C* Gupta has aptly described the principle features of pre-
independencc financial system in these x^ ordsi 
"Thus the principle features of the pre-lndepenccnce industrial 
financing organlsatlcn are closed circle character of Industrial en-
trepreneurs hip i a semi-organised and narrow industrial securities 
market devoid of issvdng institutions and the virtual absei^e of 
participation by Intermediary financial Institutions in the 
3. Report of the Indian Industrial Comnission 1916-18, Calcutta, 
19ie, p.281* 
4. Report of the Indian Central Banking Enquiry Committee, 1931, 
Vol* I, Part Z, p*2e3«88* 
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long-term finarcing of industry. 
Before Ipdepep^ence financial system was not responsive to 
opportunities fcr In^ustrl^l investment, and incapable of sustain* 
ing a high rate of industrial growth^ particularly, the growth of 
new and irncvating entei^rlses. 
^iKAGING AGENCY SYSTKMl 
Managing agency system came Into existence in India in the 
latter half of the nineteenth century, when Industrial development 
faced roultlferlous problen© like lac3c of enterpreneurlal ability^ 
dearth of capital, and absence of technical and napagerlal know-
ledge. At this time the managing agency system emerged to meet 
these chaliengs* I^naging agents did the preliminary work of star-
ting new concerns,prororte joint stock companies, employ their owr 
funds or arrarr-e for finarce hy acting as guarantors and also mana-
ge the concerns. Managing aaents nursed the concerns for a long* 
time untlll they could be safely launched for public subscrlntlon 
1.e.converted into the jclnt stock companies. Ihey provldcsd finance 
not only for initial fixed capital but also for subsequent exten-
slrns modernisation and reorganisation. Most of our large scale 
industries like cotton and jiite textiles. Iron and Steel and plan-
tatlors J industries were promoted and managed by firms or coinpanle« 
of managing agents. If the managing agrnts were not there, it is cer-
tain that Indians Industrial development in the early part of this 
century and befrre would have been extremely difficult, if not 
5. GoptAf U C , " Chanting structure of Industrial Finance in India? 
CBcford Uhlverslty Press, Boniaay, 1969, p.9, 
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linpossible* However* after Independence with the setting up of 
vaiious apecialised financial institutions resultlr^ In the 
nnel financing giving place to institutional flancing^ the managing 
agency system has outlived its utility. The system has »ow been 
ccanjKjLetely abolished, 
IMSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWCJEK OF JXfDlh AFTER INDEPEHDEHSPj 
After independence. Government of India consittant with its 
policy of playing an active role in the Industrial c'evclopment of 
the country* tcrk appropriate steps towards creating a network of 
financial institutions to fill the gaps Jn the supply of long-term 
finance to industry• The oldest of those is the XiiSustrial Finance 
Corporation of India (IPCI), established in 1948, Various states 
with the encouragement of Central Ctovernment set«t]^ State Financial 
Corporations (SPCs) frcan 1951 oax^ ards, modelled on the olc^ er orga-
nisatior but lirrltc' in territorial coverage to their own states and 
limited in the size of 'choir loan activities, IFCI was supposed to 
provide term loans to the larger firms, while the SFCs were restric-
ted to medixim and snail size firms. Industrial Credit and Investment 
Corporatloii of India (ICICI) was set up with the support of Indian 
and foreign financial institutions and banks under the Companies 
Act 1956, as a private financial organisation' 0 to make industrial 
finance available to Itself and to act as an underwrittlng institution, 
Ihe National Industrial Dcvelopfient Corporation (NIDC}was set up app* 
roximat«ly at the start of second five year plan, with a broad rang* 
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of Inriui-trlal developirrnt functlrns but It has been operating In 
effect as an aqency of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, to 
malte loans for the modernisation of cotton and Jute textile lndus~ 
ttles* The Refinance Corporation for Industry Limited (RCI) was 
self up In 1958 by the Reserve Bank of India to enable the banks 
to a>'tend medium and long-term finance to Industries, while the 
Government of India in 1955 has already established the National 
Sfiell Industries Corporation (KSIC) to extend promotional and 
financial assistance to small scale industrial sector* 
/ 
n\o I n d u s t r i a l Development Bacik of Ind ia (IDBI) was s e t - u p 
by the.Reserve B^nk pt India In 1964 as the apex Institution for 
/ / / 
providing tertn 'finance to industries and for coordinating the acti-
vities and oper'^ tlons of other institutions in the field of indus-
trial finarce/ IDBI also took over the business of RCI, In the same 
year. Reserve Bank, of India established Unit Trust of India (UTI) 
with a view to mobilising the savlngr of the comirunity by Investing 
in corporate securities in such a way as to secure safety, llquldi^ 
/ 
and ensure regular and growing returns to the unit holders. By this 
arrangement savers could invest Indirectly in the shares and secu-
rities of private corporate sector. 
The natlrnalisaticn of life Insurance business major schecu-
led coinnerclal banks and general Insurance brought into the govern-
ments! .fold a wide network of institutional set-up to meat the vari-
ed demands for capital of the growing industrial sector. 
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Besides all these, the Institutional set-up at regl nal 
level was further strrngthened by the ectabllshinent rf State Indus-
trial Development Oorporatlona(SIDCs) and State Industrial and 
Investment Corporations(SIICs), On account of growing problem of 
Industrial sickness a new corporatlrn namely Bioustrlal Reconst-
ruction Corporation of India (IRCI) was established In 1971 with 
the sole objective of providing rehabilitation and roconstruction 
asslstarce to sick and closed Industrial units or th^se facing 
Imrrlnont closure, ** Thns tho Institutional framework for taking 
care of the Industry » from * cradle to the grave * was dovoloped' 
Reserve Bank of India has played an active role n-1 only In the 
creation of several financial Institutions to cater to the needs 
of industrial sector* but also by advlclng and guidjng them in 
tbeir develoorrertal efforts. 
,6 
7 ' 
These varying I n s t i t u t i o n s , according to Dr#P,D,ojha can b<^  
c l a s s i f i ed on the foi l- wing three bas i s t 
I ) on the bas i s of t h e i r i rganisat lon Into statut '^ry b dies 
(IDBI, IFCI, SFCs, UTI, LIC, etc»)(^nd Companies (ICICI, IRCI/> 
I I ) by t h e i r functions in to Indt i s t r la l promotional and develoE^Raaftt 
I 
banks (lEBI, IPCI, ICICI, SPCB, SIDCs, SIICs) and investmijint 
i n s t i t u t i o n s (LIC, UTI, GIC, banks) andi 
6, Dr. P,D,Ojha, •• Recent Trends in Indian Capital R i rko t , " 
RBI Bulletin, Teh', 1984 P.83, 
7, Iblc5, p,83* 
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lil) by their area of operations into all India Institutions 
(IDBl, IPCl, IRCI, ICICl. UTI, Lie, GIC) and state level 
Institutions (SF CJJ, SIDCa/SJICs), present the whoJLe gasiut: 
of institutional infrastructure for industrial finance in 
the count3cy# 
During the last decade the temt-lendirg institutions operating 
at national and regional levels has emerged as a slgniflcanl source 
of term finance to iiMSustry, The corpor&te sector caine to rely on 
+-he institutional funds for investments. The aggr€2gate institution-
al sanctions (i.eJcylDBI, IPCI, ICICI, JKCI, LIC^ UTI, CIC# SFCs and 
SIECs) increased almost 16 tlrres from E3»254 cy.ores in 197C-.71 to 
406$.7 crores in 1983-84* Similarly, the disbursements of assist-
ance by these institutions increased from "i«,160 crores durir.o J970-
71 to Rs»2863,9 crores during 1983-84, i,o» an increase of nearly 
18 times. The taOale number 1»1 gives the Inftltutlonswisc de tells 
of flrarclal asslstarce sanctioned and disbursed b/ all terw-lending 
instlt'Jtions betwe«i 19>?0-81 to 1983-84, 
Table 1,1 shows that the total assistance sancticn£«d b^ s-l 
financial institutions, which was Rs, 2524,33 crores dvrlng 1980-81, 
increased to Rs. 3129,86 crores during 1981-82 and to Rs, 3244,7 
crores during 1982-83 and further i«K:reased to te« 4065.7 cror«» 
during 1983 - 84, Ihls shows that between 1980-81 to 1983-84, th« 
assistance sanctioned by all financial institutions increased at 
an annual average growth rate of 17,69C« Similarly, the aiacunt 
disbursed by all financial institutions increased fron\Hs» 1602,78 
eror«s during 1980-81, to Rs, 2863,9 crores during 
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1983-84, During this period the disbursements Increased at an arinual 
averane growth rate cf 21,6?^ Thus between 1980-.81 to 1983-84, dis-
bursement has Increased at a faster rate than the assistance sanc-
tl^nedty all flmrcjal irstittrtlons, 
Instltutlcnwlse details shew that IDBI has sanctioned the 
highest amount of Rs.5822,18 crores between 1980-81 to 1983-84, form-
ing 44,9% of the total assistance sanctioned by all financial Irstl-
tutlors, 1*JUS lEBI stands at the top of all the term-lending Insti-
tutions, SFCs were the second largest supplier of finance to Ind-
ustries, accounting for 16,7% of the total assistance sanctioned 
by all Institutions during 1980-81 to 1983-84, SFCs are followed 
by ICICI, SIDCs, 2PCI, UTI, L2C, QIC and 2RCI, accounting for 10,9%, 
8,9?^ , 7,65% 4,1?^ , 3,3%, 2,2% and 1,4% respectively. More or less 
same trend has been noticed In respect of disbursement also, 
Kow we briefly analyse the operations of these fla mclal 
Institutions In Industrial finance separately, 
1, IKDUSTRIAL DEVELOPFiENT BAMK OF INDIA (IDBI) 
Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI)#as already mention-
ed abrve. Is the apex Institution providing the long-term flnince 
to Industries, The IDBI was established because; 
a) the nerd of rapid Indurtrlallsatlon necessitated the establish-
ment of nFW Institution with large financial resources: and, 
b) for coordinating the activities of all agencies related with 
the provision of finance for Industrial development. 
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To achieve these two fold objectives. Government of India 
-Established IDBI in JUly 1964# as a wholly subsidiary to the Reserve 
Bank of India. But IDBI was delinked from Reserve Bank In 1976. 
Financial assistance are provided by IDBI to Industrial con-
cerrap^ th directly as well as Indirectly through specialised finan-
cial institutions. 
The operations of the IDBI has ' ' recorded phenomenal 
prrgress In conformity with Its ever increasing rolr in the Indian 
financial system. The cumulative assistance) Includirg guarantees 
fcr loans and deffered payments, since Its inception upto June,1984? 
amounted to !&»12855.8 crcres,against which disbursements worked out 
to te, 9354.4 crores. During the period 1964 to 1984 (July-June), the 
direct loans to industrial conCfms aggregated to PJ.3700.6 crores 
or .28.7% of the total assistance sanctioned by IDBI. The highest 
amount was sanctioned by way of rcfin mce of industrial loans amount-
ing t'^  8s. 5283.5 crrres, forming 41% of tht total ranct.'cns. Redls-
countlng rf bills ^mrunted to Rs.2916 crrres or 22.6% cf the total 
assisMnce. Underwritting and direct subscription tc shares and 
debertures cf industrial concerns constituted 3.1% of the total 
assistance, while subscription to shares kvo bonds of financial 
Instltutlrns agoregated to R5.436.3 crores or 3.4% of the total assis-
tance sanctioned by IDBI. Assistance for seed capital through SFCs/ 
SIDCs was only 0,2%. JR this way, we find that IDBI provides assis-
tance to industrial concerns basically indirectly (67.4%) and a 
relatively low assistance directly (32.6%). 
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2 , IKDUSTRIAL FIKAKCE Qlt>PORATIOK OF IMDIA. ClFCl) 
Industrial Finance Corporation of India Is the oldest Insti-
tution In the ccurtry which was established In July 1948 by an Act 
of Parliament, opening a new chapter in the history of industrial 
finance in India, Aims and objectives and operations of IFCI will 
be analysed In cjrf»at detail in the chapters ahead, 
3 , IKDUSTRIAL CREDIT AKD IKVgSTKEKT CORPORi\TlOK OF IKDIA (ICICI) 
The Industrial Credit ard Investment Oorpcration of India 
(ICICI) is the second all-India develcomcnt baric to be set-up in 
the ccurtry in 195'i. It was sponsored by a mlsc:Jon from the World 
Bank for the purpose of developing small and medium industries in 
the private sector. It was registered on 5th January,1955, uncer 
the Indian Companies Act, as a wholly privately owned Jrstltution 
with both Indian and foreign equity holdlrss and v/ith loans support 
frcm the World Bank and Indian Government, It is different fro» ether 
crrprratlons in many respects. Firstly, it is the cnly privately 
owned institution and it asaisto any limited liability ccrpany In 
the private sectori secndly, the prlrary cb.lcctlve of eettlng-iq) 
of ICICI was to provide foreign currency loans, and fjr.a?.ly, an 
important objective of ICICI was to develppe underwrittin" facili-
ties in India, 
The total assiptarce sanctioned by ICICI, since its inception 
upto fterch, 1984 awout ted to R5,2819,5 crcres, anainst which disburse-
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inents amotinted to Rs« 2071*3 crores. Out of this, rupee loans Intlud-
Irg guarantees am-unted tc Rs» 1183.5 crores or 42% of the total assis-
tance sanctioned by ICICI# while the foreign currency loars an unt-
cd to Rs. 1202,1 crores or 42,6%. Thus ICICI provides substantial am unt 
of foreign currency Irans to meet the forelon exchange requirements 
of the industries. IHiderwritting and direct subscription represented 
8,69^  (Rs, 242,1 crores) of the total assistance, which shows thit 
crrprratirn has failftS to develop underwritting facilities in India 
to any considerable extent. 
4, STfiTE FINAKCIAL CORPGRATIOKS (SFCs) 
The necessity for such corporationsarose out of the difficulty 
realised by the IPCI to cater to all types of Industries irrespective 
of thrlr size. These corprrationa|suppleircnt the activities of the 
IFCI in more than one senses 
i) While the IFCI helps large industries,the SFCs finance the 
sirall scale industries so that there will be a balanced deve-
lopment of large and small industries. To avrid overlappinrr of 
the functions between the IPCI and SFCs, a clear cut demarca-
tion of furcticns was affected in 1954, accrrdlna tc w^ich IPCI 
was tr entertain loans for am<run^ -s excerdlng Rs, 10 lakhp, where-
as the SPCs were tc entertain loans only uptc Rs, 10 lakhs. 
ii) Secondly, while IPCI assists only public li^  ited c^ m^panies orga-
nised on a joint stock basis, the SFCs prrvide finance also to 
proprietor., flwii. 
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Uie state Financial Corporations Act was passed an 28th^ 
Septeirtser,1951, empowerlna the state governments to establish finan-
cial ccrporationi^ for their ^ respective states. Presently, there are 
18 SPCs operating in the courtry. 
The operations of SFCs has got momentum over the years espe-
cially from 1970 and onwards*' For Instance, during 1970-71, all the 
SPCS sanctioned financial assistance of Rs,54*2 cfores, which . ncre-
ascd to Rs, 655.1 cr'^ res during 1983-84, showing an increase of 
little TO're than 12 tlttiec. Over the last five years i.e* between 
1979-80 to 1983-84, the assistance sanctioned by all SFCB amcunted 
to R3,2444»5 crcres agalnnt v/hich dlsburscrornt turned out to Rs,1589,9 
crores. During 1979-80 to 1983^64 the assistance sanctioned by all 
SPCs increased at an annual average growth rate of 22,2% which is 
quiet satisfactory. As on 31 March,1984, all the SPCs has sanctioned 
financial assistarce of Rs, 3567,42 crores, =igainst which disburse-
ment worked rut to Rs,2470,75 crores. The total loans outstanding^ 
as rn 31 Jferch, 1984 were Rs, 1824,2 crores, 
5, LIFE IKSUPANCE CORPCRATIOK OF INDIA(LIC) 
In 1956, all life insurance comnanifs were nationalised and 
their assets were combined in one company called life Insurance 
Oorporatior of India (LIC), LIC is important in both the fields of 
mobilisation of savincrs and of canalising of funds. Since LIC is 
the slr.qle largest Investor in India, it acquired supreme posi-
tion in the long-term financing of Industries, 
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Since Its Inception upto the 31st March 1984^ LIC has sancf-
tloned financial assistance amounting to Rs, 1415 crores, against 
which aisbttrsemrnt wnounted to 8s*1145 crores. Of these,sandtlons 
by way rf loans aaqrrgate6 to Rs» 947.3 cr res or 68,9K of the total 
asslctarcr sanctioned, comprising of long-tenn loans of Rs«677*5 cro-
res (69,sr rf t'-^ tal loans) and short-tenn loans of Rs»296#8 crores, 
(30,5^ ' of total l-ans)# Undorwrltting and direct subscriptions 
sh:ired 31,1?^  cf the total as^ isJtance amountinn to F'i.440,7 crorts. 
In its underwriting operations, the debentures got the highest share 
vis, 71,2^ and rein?ilnino uas in the form of ordinary and preference 
sharec» 
6. UNIT TRUST OF IKTIA (UTI) 
Unit Trust of India (UTI) was established in 1964 v^ ith a two 
fold objectives! 
I) to stimulate and pool the fiavlrfS of the middle and low-lncocte 
groupsf and 
II) to enable than to share the benefits and prosperity of the 
rapidly growln" Incustrlalisation in the country, 
•Biese two fold objectives were to be achieved thrruqh a three-
fold appr<~ach| 
a) by selling urjts of the trust among as many investors as possi-
ble In the different parts of the cuntryj 
b) by lr<v«'stirg the sale proceeds of the units and also the ini-
tial capital funds in Industrial and corprrate securities/ and 
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c) by paying dlvldenfa to those who ha*e b'^ uqht the units of 
the trust, 
UTI,since its Incrpti ti tipto the Maifch 31 .1984, ha« sanction-
ed a eup^^^'^^^^ financial assistance of Rs, 681«2 crores, against 
which dlsbursrirents amounted to Rs,512»3 crores. Of these, subscrip-
tlrr to privately placed debentures amounted to 8s* 304.5 crores or 
44.7% of the total assistance sanctioned over the entire 20 years 
period. An investment of 8,7% of the total assistance were made In 
ordinary and preference shares and ancther 46,7% were Invested In 
debentures. Thus the trust has built-up a portfolio of Investment 
xi;hlch is balanced between fixed Income bearing securities and varia-
ble Income bearing securities, 
7, INDUSTRIAL RECONSTRUCTION CORPORATIOK OF INDIA(IRCI) 
Industrial Reconstruction Corporation of India (IRCI) was 
set-up in April, 1971 under the Indian Companies Act, mainly to 
took after special problems of •sick* Urlts and provide assistance 
for their sp«edy reconstruction and rehabilitation, if necessary, 
by undertaklno the roanaoement of the units and developing infra-
structural facilities like facilities of transpcrt, marketing etc. 
Since 1+8 Inception upto 31 torch,1984 IRCI extended assistan-
ce to 242 units amounting to Rs,266 crores, against which disburse -
ment amounted to Rs, 184,9 crores. Ba recent ytars, IRCI has diver-
sified its activities into ancillary lines such as consultancy ser-
vices, merchant banking and equipment leasing - all these are 
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Incidental and allied to Its task of rehabilitation of sjc*k Indus-
trl'l units, 
8„ OENEHAL INSURAKCE CORPORATION OP I«DIA(GIC) 
The general Insurance In India Is transacted by the Genpral 
Insurance Corporation of India (GIC), whlcii was formed as a govern-
ment company under section 9 of the General Insurance Business 
(Kationallsatlon) Act 1972, and registered as a prlvat comp^ iitir under 
the Companies Act 1956 and Its fotir subsildlaries, namely, 'National 
Insurance Coinpany Ilinited, Calcutta, New-India Insurance Coiopany 
Llmlts'd, Bombay, Oiiental Plre and General Insurance Coapany Ijtd. New 
Delhi and United India Fire and General Insurance Coinpany Limited 
Madras, Under the General Insurance Business(Nationalisation)Act 
1972, the shares of all the Indian insurance companies stord trans-
ferred on first January, 1973 to the GIC and the undertaking5> of 
the remaining Insurance vested in one or the other four subs5.dlary 
companies. 
The- financial assistance sanctioned by OIC, which wae ns,66 crores 
during 1979-80, increased to Rs,108,5 crores during 1983-&4, showing 
an increase of 64«4%, The operations of GIC received a set-back during 
1980-81 when its sanctions declined by 53,3% as compared to the prA** 
virus year. But after recovering a little in 1981-82, Its operations 
Increased continuously. The total assistance sanctioned by GIC and 
its subsidiaries between 1979-80 to 1983-64 amounted to Rs,34e crores 
against which dlsbursanent amounted to Rs,258,9 crores. 
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Mke Lie, (lie also gives preference to the private sector Indus-
tries In providing funds* 
Besides the above mentioned financial Instltutlrns, there 
are some private non-banking financial Institutions like Peerless 
Company, SaVi*ra India etc, who are also providing term leans to 
Incustrles. However, due to non-avallablilty of data prrtalnlng to 
their operations. It Is difficult to give details abrut them, Ihe 
raising of furds by the Issue of shares and debentures by the pri-
vate companies In the stodSk market Is also important in this cont-
ext but this Is beyond the present study. 
Thus by the above discussion, it Is clear that the institu-
tional frame-wcrk for providing industrial finance in India Is now 
fairly developed and well equlpjped to meet the growing requirements 
of the Industries, 
IFCI AND ItJDUSTRIAL glKAKCEi 
IPCI, being the oldest in&titutlcn. Is playing an laiprrtant 
rcle Ir prfvidJnn industrial finance ir India, Out cf a total assis-
tance of Rs, 12964,59 crores sanctioned by all flnanclel institutions 
during 1980-81 to 1983-84, IFCI has sanctioned an assistarce of 
Rs,988»6P cr'-res representing 7,6% of the total assistance sanction-
ed by all firancial institutions. This places IFCI at the fifth 
place in the institutional set-up in terms of tte aircurt sanctioned. 
However, if we exclude state level finarcial institutions vis,. 
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SPCs and SIDCs, then IPCI beccmrs the third largest supplier 
of th€ IfsmiBtrlal fin ^ncer Th«s ZFCl ^ecaaplt^M an inpertaQt place 
In providing Industrial ,finarce in India. 
-x-x-x-x-x-
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CHAPTER - 11 
IFCI » OPERATIONS AKD ANALYSIS 
INDUSTRIAL FINANCE CORPORATION OF INDIA (IFJI) 
PUiUiOSE AND SCOPE! 
The establishment of Indxistrial Flnarce Corporation of India 
(IPCI) Is the rtsult of a conscious poTlcy adonted Toy the Govern-
ment of India to stimilate the growth of ne^ Industries and the 
eocpansion of existing ones, Norrtally, cojfiriiercio x banks do net ext-
end their credit facilities for medluHs nnd Icng-terra capital rrcnil-
rements of Industries, and generally it Is not convenient cr psacti-
cable to ta3<e recourse to the new-losue markot. Hence, tc fill thia 
lacuna IFCI was established in JUly J948, by an Act of Fii? UwenL, 
It Is the oldest institution and pioneer development bank in Utedla. 
The TJain objective of the IPCI, as laid dovm In the preamble 
to the IFCI Act 1948 was, " to make medium and long-texiti credits more 
readily available to Industrial concei:ii» In India, partlculf^rly In 
the circumstances where normal banking, accommodation is inappropriate 
cr recourse to capital isjsue roechod 1« Imprdcticable"* The IPCI is 
expected to meet the financial requirements of 1 is*je-sC'-*,le -otr^3.nitm. 
The IPCI caters only to long and roediap-l-erm recjfuirements of Indus-
try specially of block capital. It does not .-rant assistance for 
purposes of worklno capital or for repayr.ent of existing l^abDlties, 
Similarly, no assistance can be granted for acquisition o^ * capital 
goods for commercial or trading purposes, T!hB finances of IPCI 
are available for setting up new Industrial projects as also for 
the reiKsvatlon, modernisation, diversification and (expansion 
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of existing unltfiu Any llrrlted coirpany or cooperative society clncor« 
porat(»3 and registered In India, which Is engaged In or proposes to 
engage Itself In the manufacture, preserving or processing of goods 
or In shipping, mlnnlhg or hotel industry or in the generation and 
distribution of electricity or any othervforw of power is eligible 
for financial assistance by the IPCI, Public sector and Joint sector 
projects have also bec«»ne eligible for financial assistance on the 
same basis as indtastrial projects in the private and cooperative 
sectors* 
Section 23 of the IPCI Act, authorlsies the Cioxporation to do 
the following functionsi 
1, Guaranteeing loans floated by industrial concerns in the ptib-
lic market, which arc repayable within twenty -five yeans. 
2« Granting loans and a<^ vances or subscribing to debentures of 
industrial concexiis repayable within twenty-five years, 
3, Underwrlttlng shares and ddsentures of industrial concer'ns 
subject to the condition that it should dispose of sue i securi«r 
ties within seven years* 
4« Guaranteeing deffered payments in respect of iieports of capital 
goods by approver! industrial concerns which are able to make 
such arrangements with foreign manufacturers* and 
5. Acting as the agent for the Central Bank and with its appro'V'al 
for the World Baxdc in respect of loans sanctiorec by then ti> 
industrial concerns. 
7th AnniMil Report of IFCI, 1^ *5 • 
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But, the IFCI»s activities are enlarged considerably by the 
blSl which was passed in Parliament on Decentoer 21, 1960, which wid-
ened thf scope of coJT>o3^ atlon on the following lines-j 
a) It empowered the Corporation to subscribe directly to the 
stock/share capital of individual concerns? 
b) m future, the CJorporation can Insist on being given option 
to ftonvejrt loans or debentures into share capital in its credit 
arrancements with industrial firms receiving loans from the 
corporation! 
c) It empowered the Corporation to guarantee loans raised by 
industrial concerns from Scheduled Banks or State Cooperative 
Banks deffered payments for the acquisition of capital goods 
manufactured in India, and the credit arrangements mace by 
industrial concerns from financial institutions/ 
d) Bill also milarged the definition of industrial concerns to 
Include cold storage and 6ther concerns engaged in the preser-
vation of goods* 
The maximum limit for loans to any single industrial concern 
has been raised from R3,50 lakhs to Rs, one crore in 1952, It can 
make advances exceeding r\;q;>ees one crore to a single concrm. If the 
loan is guari^ nteed by the Government of India* The minimum amount 
of loan, it sanctions is Rs« 10 lakhs* 
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MANAGEMEKTi 
The general superintendence and direction of the a£falzrs and 
business of IPCI vasts In a Board of rirectors, consistinq of a full 
time Chalrraan appointed by the Central Government and twelve other 
directors, of whom six are elected by shareholders other than Indus-
trial Development Bank of India (IDBl), gtwo are nominated by the 
Central Government and four are appointed by IDBI, 
PINAKCIAL RESOURCESt 
*• The resources of IFCI comprise Its paid-up-share capital, 
retained earnings, repayment of loans by borrowers, sale/redenption 
of investments, borrowings from the market by issue of bonds, borrow-
ings from the Central Government and IDBI, as also the borrowings 
raised from foreign credit institutions and international capital 
••2 
markets , 
Initially the pald-up-c^pital of IFCI was Es, 5,0 crores, but 
1 second series of shares for Es,2,0 crores was issued in 1962, The 
subscribed and paid-up-capital of IFCI was further raised to a total 
of Rs,8,35 crores in 1964 when IDBI was set-up so as to provide it 
50% of the ownership. Since then a nximber of times its pald-\q>5 
share capital has been increased. As at the end of June,1980, the 
paid-up share capital of IFCI stood at Rs,15.00 crores. It was furth* 
raised to Rs, 17.50 crores in 1980-81, to 9s, 20,00 crores in 1981-82 
2, 36th Annual Report of IPCI, 1983-84, p,7. 
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and to a total of Rs, 22,50 crores In 1982-.83, During the year 
1983-e4# the paid-up share capital was Increased by Rs. 5,00 crores 
and thus leading to li total paid-mp «hare capi^ tal ©f &• ^ 7»50 crores, 
at the end of June 1984. The distribution of shares as on 30th June 
1984 was as follows t 
TABLE- 2,1I Shareholders of IFCI and Pattern of their Share-
holdings, 
Class of Share-holders No,of No, of Paid-up Percentage 
share- share» value to the total 
holders (Rs, Crs.) 
• I l t l l I . H I . I I I • • • • • • .Ill I 
1, Industr ia l Development 1 30,000 13,75 50,00 
^feank of India(IDBI), 
/ 
24 Scheduled Banks 31 
i^ . Insurance Concerns etc* 11 
M, Oooperatiwe Banks 192 
11,938 
12,824 
5,238 
5,49 
5,68 
2,38 
20.00 
2^,4 
6,6 
/ tOTAL 235 60,000 27,50 100.0 
( SOURCE I " Cperatlonal S t a t i s t i c s ,** IPCI, 1983-84 p ,108 . 
The above tab le 2 ,1 chows that exact ly hal f of the paid-up 
c a p i t a l amounting t o Rs, 13,75 crores , was owned by IDBI, and the 
balance i s contributed by Scheduled Banks (20,09^), Insurance Conc-
erns (21,4^) and Ccbperative Baxiks (8,6%), 
During the 36 years of i t s operat ions , IPCI has b u i l t up 
a s ixeab le re serves . As on 30th June,1984, the t o t a l reserves amounx 
t«d t o Rs, 88,08 crores . With the transfer of Rs, 21,80 crores , out 
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and 
of profit durlno the year 1983-84,/after inaklnn adjustments on 
account of utilisation of funds xinder Interest Differential Funds 
(Grants Portion) to the extent of R»w 0,29 crTes and under the 
Benevolent Reserve Funds (BRF) to the extent of Rs» 0,34 crores,the 
reservQBof IFCI, Increased from Rs, 66,93 crores in 1982-83 to Rs,88,09 
crores at the end of June 1984, showing a significant increase of 
31,6% during 1983-84. 
Repayment of loans by borrowers and sale/redumption of invest-
ments also constitute an important source of funds for IFCI, At 
present nearly 30,0% of IPCI*s annual requirements for disbursement 
of assistance is being currently met by receipts by viay of repayment 
of jLoans and sale/redemption of investment. Since its inception upto 
June 1984; the total amount of loans by way of repayment of loans 
anr^ urted to Rs,4S4,48 crores and by sale/redeirption of investment 
amrurted to Es, 22,33 crcres, Biese together aggregated to Es,4f7,01 
crores, which constitutes 30,1% of the total disbursements since 
its inception upto JUne,1984, 
V Next major source of iSands for IFCI's operations is borrowing, 
^y Wfy of issue of bonds in the market, w>^ ich carry Government of 
Ind^ jt's guarantee as to repayment and payment of intrest, as also 
bc^rowinga from the IDBI, and borrowlnqafrom Central Government, But 
|PCJ Act puts the following limitations on borrowings applicable 
/to the IFCI; 
J *• ,y the total amount of bonds issued and outstanding and of con-
tingent liabilities of IFCI in the form of guarantees and under* 
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vrlttlngs Is not to «xceed ten times the amount of paid-up 
share capital and the reserves! and 
11) the total borrowings of IPCI from centr«|l Government* IDBI, 
and RBI together with the amount of bonds and outstanding Is 
not to exceed ten times the amount of paid-up capital and the 
reserves. 
Wie total amount of bone s outstanding at the end of June 1984 
was Rs,964*79 crores. After redeeming S^ bonds, 1983 for Rs,8,80 cro-
res, the net amount of bonds as on 30th JUnc 1984, stood at ^ ,881,54 
crores as against te,689»30 crorcs on the 30th JUne,1983. During the 
year 1983-84, only, 'fehe total amount of funds mobilised by the Iss-
ue of b6nds amount^ to Rs* 201,05 crorcs as against te. 139,70 crores^ 
giving an Increase of 43.9% over the prcveous year. 
The total borrowings from IDBl, at the end of OUne 1984,stood 
at Rs, 89,00 croirs. During 1983-84 except for temporary borrc\/ings 
from IDBI, which were nspaid before 30th June, 1984, no loans were 
raised from IDBI# Ihe bonowings frcm IDBI which was Rs,30.00 crores 
' I 
during 1981^2 declined to !?s, 14.00 crores during 1982-83 and finally 
to «ero ^ uring 1983-84. It reflects that Ctoriporation steadily redu-
ces l*s dependence on IDBI for the funds. 
The Cori>orktlon Is autherised to borrow from the ReserVe Bank 
of Indlf (RBI) for a period not exceeding 90 days, against securi-
ties of Central and State Governments under section 21 (3) (A:), More-
over^ it can also borrow against its debentures from RBI for a 
peflod not exoe lining 18 months, provided the amount borrowed at 
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any time does not exceed Rs, 3,00 erores In the aggregate, Borrcwlngs 
from RBI were availed of only when found unavoidable, and these are 
adjusted as soon as funds become available to IFCI from ether sour** 
ces* 
IPCI also borrows from the Central Government, The amount 
under this head, at the end of June 1984, worked out to Rs,118,43 
croreSjof which Es, 5#37 erores represented Intrest Differential 
Funds under KfW line of credit. 
The above discussion shows that policy of IPCI In the natter 
of borrowings is to lay enphasls on the borrowings from the market 
by way of bonds and to reduce Its dependence, as for possible, on 
borrowings from IDBI and Central Government, 
The Amendment Act of 1952, enpowered the Corporation to borrow 
In foreign currency also. It has obtained credit in foreign curren-
cies froiT' AID(U,S.AO Kredltanstalt fur Wiederaufbau (KfW) west Germ-
^^ and from Banque Prancalse Du Commerce Exterlattr (Prance), But 
jfelnce last few years. It has borrowed foreign currency only In West 
Garrpany's DM under KfW, At the end of JUne 1984, the amount of borrow-
Ingt from foreign credit Institutions In terms of rupees amounted 
to l», 127,17 erores. In which the highest borrowings was In DM fffop 
KfW V(West Germany) equivalent to Rs,95,00 erores or 74,7% of total 
foUelgn currency borrowiros, followed by U,S»$ AID (23,7%) and 
Praripe from BFCE (1,6%), 
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Wie Corporation is also authorised to accept deposits from 
the public. State Gcverrments and local authorities, repayable after 
t^e «cplry of a period not less than five years frotp the date of the 
walking of deposits. The total amount of such deposits has beFhTLlnet^ 
te<3|^, to Rs, 10.00 cj 
of (this facility. 
d(, to Rs, 10,0  crores at ary time. However, IFCl. has yet to avail 
OPERATIONS OF IFCI 
pVEBAhh OPERATIONS t 
Starting modestly in 1948, IPCI»s financing operations have 
grown in size and complexity to keep pace with the tempo of indus-
trialisation In India, The ctimulitive financial assistance sancti-
oned by IPCl, since its sinceptlon upto JUne,1984, amounted to 
Rs,2156,75 crores for 1B94 projects, spread all over the country, 
against which disbursements amounted to Rs, 1601,64 crores which comes 
to 74,35^  of the total sanctions. The table 2,2 shows the yearwlse 
details of operations of IFCI since 1970-71 and onwards. 
The above table 2,2 shows that the assistance sanctioned by 
IFCI which was Rs, 30,75 crores during 1970-71 Increased to Rs,353,62 
crores during 1983-84, representing an Increase of more than 11 times. 
Table shows that eccept for the years 1973-74 and 1974-75, the assis-
tance sanctioned by IFCI has continued to increase. During 1973-74 
assistance sanctioned by IFCI declined to Rr,37,89 crores, as against 
Rs, 43,43 crores in the preveous year, it further declined to Rs,33,49 
crores In 1974-75, This decline In «ie sanctions Is explained by th« 
FiNfiMCmu p&si^Tfl^ce sftNcr/0Nf5 flNfi Nsao/^s^b 
39-\ 
¥' 1 
J5"» i 
5> 
/ft 
So 
^ y tFCl S/\JC5 /tio-ll 
blSlhUiiEMENTS 
\Jt^.i 
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Corporation in terms of the steep rise In the capital cost of 
projects In priority Industries, the depressed state of the capital 
market and the severe constraints faced by. the Corporation In regard 
to Its resources, " These factors necessitated a cautious and selec-
tive approach on the part of the Corporation towards undertaking 
" 3 
fresh comrJtments» During the years 1970-71 to 1973-74, the sanc-
tions of IFCI Increased at an annual average growth rate of 39.0%, 
which came down slightly to an average annual growth rate of 36.1% 
during 1974-75 to 1978^79, Durlng/BO^s, the sanctions increased only 
at an annual average growth rate of 19,6%# It means growth rate of 
sanctions of IPCI, which was quiet satisfactory during 70*s (37.4%) 
has a lowed dov/n considerably during early 80's (19.6%), Correspond-
ing to sanctions, disbursements also continued to increase, since 
1970-71 accept in 1973-74, when it declined to te. 32.14 crores 
as against Rs. 36.25 crores in the previous year. Since then disburse-
ments had continuously increased. During the year 1983-84 the dis-
bursements wcrkad out to Rs, 253.42 crores. In terms of annual avera-
ge growth rBte, the disbursements increased at the irate of 16,9% 
during 70's which Increased to 29.0% during early 80's, which is 
a healthy trend. Ihus we find that In recent years the disbursements 
of the Corporation has Increased at a faster rate than its sanctions, 
which is a welcome trend. Sanctions and disbursements of IPCI, frcHn 
1970-71 to 1983-84 are also shewn graphically in figure l^ln which 
3, 27th Anrual Report of IFCI, 1974-75 p.12. 
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the brol<:en line shows the sanctions of IFCI, vhile dotted line 
represents the disbursements. The two curves show that the gap bet-
ween sanctions and dlsbursementft^which was highest durlrg 1978-79 
had slowly narrowed down during early 80's^ reflecting that dlsbur« 
sements of Corporation are Increasing at a faster rate than Its 
sanctions* 
COMPOSITION OF OPERATIONSt 
The financial assistance sanctioned by IFCI consists of follow^ . 
Ing three formsi 
ii Loans 
11) underwrlttlng 
111) Guarantees 
1) LOMJSi 
A major part of the financial assistance sanctioned by IPCI 
Is In the form of term-loans. Since Its inception upto June,1984, 
the agnregate loans amounted to Rs, 1912,21 crore*(Including Rs,254,79 
crores as foreign currency loans), accounting for P8,7% of the agg-
regate flnarcial assistance sanctioned by the IPCI, The actual dis-
bursement of loans worked out to te,1484,96 crrres between 1948-84 
(Including Rs, ie5» 20 crores disbursed as foreign currency loans), 
which constitutes the 77,7% of the total loans sanctioned during 
the same period. The total amount of loans outstanding at the end 
of JUne 1984, was Rs, 1056,19 crores. The foreign currency loans betw-
een 1948-49 to 1983-84 Constitutes 13,3"/ of the total loans 
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sanctioned and the remaining 86,7% of the loans were In the form 
of rupee loans amounting to Rs,.1657.42 crores. 
In absolute terms, with a modest annual average of P.11,60 
crores durlrg 1948-66, the amount of term-loans agnregatedto l?s,25,75 
crores between 1967-75, which further Increased to nearly four times 
to an annt^l average of Rs, 102.26 crores between 1976-1980 and In the 
) 
next fo)ir ye^rs (l«e,betwecn 1981-84) t h i s average reached t o Rs,240.1 
f 
CTotef\ However, in relative terms. Its Importance as a form of fl* 
nan<;f|al assistance has declined over the years. Prom as high as lOCV^  
•t 
upto 1956, Its Share in total sanctions declined to 75.1% between 1957 
to 1970, and Improved to 92.6% between 1971-79, which again declined 
marginally to 90,0% in recent years i.e. from 1980-84, llfils decline 
in the share of loans in total sanctions reflects a broadening in 
the range of activities of IFCI, 
i i ) um)ERWRlTTIMGt 
/ 
T?hou^ h Corporation was empowered to underwrite the issues of 
shares, bonds and debentures, but it did not utilize this facility 
upto 1956, According to Corporation itself, •• in view of the present 
situation in the money market and stock exchanges, the Corporation 
does not consider it advisable to undertake underwrittlng comrritt-
' "A 
ments for the time being,* The Corporation has started its activi-
ties ±p this field only from 1957-58, but even to-day it constitu-
tes oi^ ly a v,w^ffMt» part of its oper«|tlons, 
4, First Annual Report of IFCI, 1948-49, p,14. 
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Since Its inception upto June 1984, the Corporation has 
sanctioned financial assistance by way of urderwrltting ard direct 
subscription amounting to Rr.i72,62 crorrs Wh^eh constitutes only 
8,0J^  of the total financial assistance sanctioned by the IFCI, A 
further break-up shows that only underwrltting amounted to Rs,161„79 
crores or 7.5% of the total financial assistance sanctioned during 
194&-84« while the share of direct subscription in total assistance 
was i^ egligible i,e«only 0,5%« In its underwritting activity, the 
equity capital got the highest share of 81,2% of total underwritting 
and direct subscriptions followed by debentures (12.4%) and prefe-
rence share (6.4%), over the entire period of 36 year«, IPCl has 
shown preference for the issues of capital by established coronanles, 
as also large issues in its underwrittlnq activities* A discouraging 
feature., of the IPCI's underwritting operations is that disbursement 
are much lower than sanctions as is revealed by the fact that bet-
ween 1948-84, it disbursed only Rs,60,25 crores reoresenting only 
34,9% or one-third of the total sanctions In the form of undervjri-
ttinq and direct subscriptions, A conmondable feature of IPCI's 
operations In this sphere has been that issues of risk capital wex« 
able to get higher underwritting support. Another important feature 
of its underwritting operations is that the share of 'group under-
writting* that is, underwritting of issues by ccanpanies belonging 
to the leading business groups identified by the Dutt Committee 
(1969) is comparatively less. The industry-wise underwritting by 
IPCI Is marked by concentration in Engineering, Chemicals, ai^ 
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FexrtiUsers, Textiles, Ceirrnt and Paper,, wHlie In case of state-wise 
underwrltting, there is mas;. ive concentration In three states namely, 
Maharashtra, West Bengal and Tamil Nadu, accounting nearly two-thJjpd 
of Xts total underwrltting operations. Thus we may conclude that 
IFCI's direct participation In Industrial ventures has been limited 
5 
and It functions basically, as a term-lending Institution, 
111) GtiARAKTEESt 
IPCI also financearfindustries through guarantees. In 1957 the 
IFC Act was amended to erable the Corporation to guarantee defferre4 
payments due from Industrial concerns In respect of capital goods 
manufactured In India, At present the Corporation extends guarantees 
which include guarantees for defferred payments for plant and machi-
nary as well as guarantees for foreign currency loans from financlel 
institutions abroad. The net amount of guarantees by the Corporation, 
upto the end of June 1984, aggregated to R3,71,92 crores, represwitlng 
only 3,35^  of the total financial -isslstance sanctioned by the IPCI, 
A breeOc~up of these guarantees shows that guarantees fcr deff erred 
payments ajnounted to Rs,45,17 crores or 62,85^  of total guarantees, 
while the guarantees for foreign loans aggregated Rs,26.75 crores 
or 37,2% of total guarantees, at the end of JUne 1984, IPCI did not 
Initiated its guarantee assistance facility upto 1956, However, bet-
ween 1957-70 it provided Rs, 51,09 crores of assistance by way of 
guarantees representing 16,1% of total assistance sanctioned during 
5, Khan, M.Y,, " Indian Financial SystemiTheoy end Practice," 
Vlkas Publishing House, 1980, p,142-43, 
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the same period. Since then inportance of guarantees as a form of 
financial assistance has declined and, in fact, between 1971«-80 
except the nominal amounts in the years 1971, 1973, 1974 and 1978, 
It did net sanctioned any guarantee assistarce in the reralning years, 
Aa a result the share of guarantees in total assistance between 
1971-80 was only 0,18% which is negligible. But in recent years, it 
has iqaln started to undertake guarantees and between 1981 to 1984 
it sancticred Rs. 19,49 crores by way of guarantees forming 1,85^  cf 
the total financial assistance sanctioned by IPCI during the sasre 
period. Corporation can do a great service by guaranteeing loans of 
industrial concerns and therefore, it should enlarge its activities 
in this respect and take active part in guaranteeing loans of indus-
trial concerns in future, 
SglLEIIT FEATURES OF OPERATIpNS OF IFCI 
1. SECTOR-WISE ASSISTANCE! 
A notable feature of IFCI's operatioi s are its sectorwlse 
financial assistance. Presently, it provides financial assistance 
to projects in the» 
i) Co-operative sector 
ii) Public Sector 
ill) Joint Sector 
iv) Private Corporate Sector 
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1) ASSISTANCE TO CO-OPERATIVE SECTOR» 
An lirportant feature of the Corporation's activities is the 
gu^stintial tssslBtance glvrn to industrial co-operatives. IFCI has 
been actively participating in the financing of industrial co-opera-
tives, pairtlcularly to sugar and cotton textile co-operatives. The 
first successful co-operative to be set-up in the country was a svgir 
co-operative, which Incidently was assisted by IPCI in 1949-50» Since 
then the nunrbtr of co-operatives has steadily increased, " Thess In-
dustrial co-opere|tives having direct linkages with agriculture have 
proved to be an effective instnxmcnt for rural reconstruction at;d 
**6 
development* The following table nxiniber 2,3# gives the yearwise 
assistance sanctioned to industrial co-operatives by the IFCI since 
1970-71, 
TABIiE-2, 31 Assistance Sanctioned to Industrial Co-operatives 
YEARS Ko.of Projects Amount Sanctioned Percentage of total 
(KS, crores) aanctions 
25.8 
25*9 
39,1 
19,1 
13,3 
22.6 
17.2 
10,6 
3,1 
2,9 
contd, 
6, Davar:; D.N, " Promotional Role of IPCI, " Economic Times,26 
«3Uly, 1984^ p,5. 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1971»74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
7 
7 
10 
7 
9 
15 
21 
16 
9 
9 
9.10 
10,14 
18,05 
6,82 
4,90 
12,33 
17.14 
12,13 
4,72 
4,34 
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YEARS No.of Projects Amount sanctlrned Percentage of total 
(Es. crores) sanctions 
1980-81 22 19.^0 9.0 
1981«82 29 39,7S 13.0 
1982*83 30 28.78 10.5 
1983-84 29 26.97 7.6 
KJtal 1970-71 
to 1983-84 220 214.17 11.9 
Since Inception 
upto June,1984 254 269.34 12,5 
SCORCEs Annual Reports of IPCI 
The above table 2,3 shows that assistance sanctioned to Indoa-
trlal cooperatives, which was Rn,9,10 crores In 1970-71 has Increased 
to Ite. 26,97 crores In 1983-84, But In relative tenns, the share of 
Inrii^ strial co-opcratlves over the years had fallen down considerably 
viz, from 25.8J£ In 1970-71 to 7,6?'. in 1983-84, The share cf co-opera-
tives in total assistance lncreas«sd upto 1972-73, but thereafter, 
it started to decline accept in the year 1975-76, when It received 
22.6% of its total assistarce. During 1978-79, the share of Indus-
trial co-opt ratlveefeell to only 3,1% which further went down to 2,9^ ^ 
during 1979-80, It was because of thr fact that Corporation's assis-
tance to sugar cc-opratives remained stagnant, as the financial via-
bility of the high cost new units remained In doubt, Hcwever, Its 
share increased In 1980-81 and 1981-82 but thereafter, it again 
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declined. Since its inception upto JUne 1984, Corporation's assis-
tance to Industrial oo-operatives amounted '.o Ss,269»34 crores for 
254 projects spread all over the country, accounting for 12,5% of 
the total sanctions, while the disbursement worked out to ft5,227»25 
crores, representirg 84,4% of the sanctions to the co-operativep. 
The r^jor beneficiaries of IPCI*s loans to industrial co-op-
eratives have been sugar (69,5%) and cotton textiles (22,1%), %to 
Jan-^ , 1984, Corporation sanction©? assistance to 179 co-operativna 
in suoar co-operatives amounting to Rs,187,08 crores or 69,5% of total 
sanctions to the co-operative sector. Similarly, the cotton textiles 
V 
got assistance of Es,59,19 crores for 68 co-operatives accounting for 
22,C?i of total assistance to the co-operative sector. These together 
accounted for 91,5% of total assistance in the co-operative sector. 
Rest was shared by co-operatives in Fertilizers (6,7%)^ Synthetic 
Fibres (0,9%)>Cocoa Powder (0.5%),JXitc (0,3%) and Vegetable oil 
(0,5%), The following table totihtoer 2,4 gives the details of assis-
tance sancticued by IFCI to various co-operatives, 
TW3LE-2,4t Assistance tr Industrial Co-operatives 1948-64, 
Nature of Industrial No,of co- Amount sanctioned Amount Dis-. 
co-operatives, operatives, (Rs, crores) bursed(Rs.Crores) 
Sugar 
Cotton Spinning 
Jute 
Fertilizers 
Synthetic Fibres 
179 
68 
1 
3 
1 
187,08(69,5) 
59»19(22,0) 
0,79( 0,3) 
18.00(6,7 ) 
2,50(0,9 ) 
171.C 7 
49.67 
0,79 
3.00 
2.50 
contd. 
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Nature of Industrial No,of co- Amount sanctioned Amount Dls*-
co-operatives operafclves. (te. crores) bursed (Rs.Cror* s) 
Vegetable Oil 1 0.22(0,1) 0.22 
Cocea Powder 1 1«^ 56 (0*5} 
TOTAL 254 269.34(100.0) 227.25 
Koto* Figviroo in braclcets represent the percentage share 
SOURCE* 36th Anm\al Report of IFCI, 1983-84, p.47. 
11) ASSISTAKCE TO PUBLIC SECTOR Ul€)ERTAKlKGSi 
Pursuant to a government's decision in 1970, the Corpora tic: 
has bern entertaining applications for flnarclal assistance from 
public sectrr undertalclngo (irrespective of the extent of govern-
ments shareholdirg in them) on the same basis as applications from 
private sector eoncfems. Accordingly, public sector undertaklnqs 
which were incorporated as public limited companies were eligible 
to apply the Corporation for financial assistance for expansion, 
modemlsBatlon, diversification, or for setting up of new projects. 
With the amendment of IFCI Act in December, 1972, the Corporation 
can extend assistance also to public sector undt rtalclngs incorpo-
rated as private llrrjted ccanpanies, Upto OUne 1984, the total fin-
ancial assistance to public sector undertakings amounted to Rs.265.55 
crores for 203 projects spread all over the courtry, against which 
disbursements amounted to !ts,198.24 crores. "rtiough in recent year», 
the share of public aector in total financing of the Corporation 
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:/ 
hafi lncrea8e<3^  yet It has got only 12,3Ji share In total financial, 
assistance sa/bctloned by IFCX over the years 1948-84. It Is to be 
no^ e^d that the basic role conceived for IFCl, when It was set-iq^  
in 1948, wa»' finarclng of neditun and large scale industries mainly 
VA the private corporate sector and co-operative sector. It was 
""only in 197)6, that IFCI took to the financing of ineeiunt scale pub-
lie sector units also on the selective basis, on the same tenrs a,7,d 
conditiers as applicable to the private corporate sector* Viewed tn 
this cont^t, the share of public sector undertakings rcay be rrqar-
ded as gti^ let enough* 
In<iustrywise bre&k-up of assistance to public sector reveals 
that it/is concentrated to five industries namely, textiles, sugas, 
cerornt, basic industrial chemicals and electrical machinery. These 
fivfe industries together accounted for more than two-thii^ of the 
assistance (68»5%)j while the rest was shared by other industries* 
''Major beneficiaries of assistance has been textiles (33*8%^ ) followed 
bv cemert (12,7^).. Ougar (9,2yc), basic industrial chemicals (8,0%) 
and electrical machinery {4,8?C), Other Industries assisted Inclu-
ded paper and pap^r products. Iron and steel, Synthetic Fibre, Fer-
tilizers and Hotel etc* 
111) ASSISTANCE TO JOINT«SECTOR> 
IFCI, since 1969-70 had also started entertaining applications 
for financial assistance by joint sector projects promoted mostly 
by the State Industrial Development/Investment Corporations in 
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collaboration with enterpreneures in the private sector. At the 
end of June 1984, the Corporation sanctioned cumulative financial 
asfiistanee ©f ^ l5,3O0i96 crorcs for 161 projects, against which dis-
bursements amounted to Rs, 171.93 crores, Ihus joint sector got 14#0?^  
of total assistance sanctioned by the Corporation, The share of 
joint sector ia the early 80s has contiruoely increased* For inst-
ance, during 1980-81 its Chare, which was Rs,21,52 crores (10.2%) 
increased to Rs. 31.16 crorcs (11.7%) in 1981-82, and further increas-
ed to Rs,50.54 crores (18.5%) during 1982-83 and touched the peak 
level of lfe.83.98 crores (23.74%). 3Ji this way during 1980-81 to 
1983-84 the share of joint sector increased at an annual average 
growth rate of 44.79^while it was 35.1% between 1974-75 fo 1979-80, 
llhxie we conclude that Joint Sector projects arc getting increasing 
atjtention in the financing operations of the IPCI, Industries bene-
fited uncer Joint Sector are Basic Industrial Chemicals (13.7%), 
f^ertilizers and Pesticides (12.0JC), Cement (11.3%), Synthetic Fib' 
1 
ires (11,1%), Paper and Paper products (10,0%) and Iron and Steel 
(6.9%), These six indxistries together accounted for 65,0% of the 
sanctions to the Joint Sector projects. Other industries assisted 
included textiles. Transport equipment. Electrical Machinery, Rxibber 
Products, Metal Products and Hotel etc. 
Iff) ASSISTANCE TO THE PRIVATE CORPORATE SECTOR> 
The private corporate sector has been the largest rece|>ient 
of financial assistance from the IFCI, Since its Inception upto 
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jUne 1984, the CoJT>oratlon sanctioned financial assistance of 
Rs,1320,90 crores to the private corporate sector forming 61,2% of 
total-Gdcntions* lima more than half of the asslstanca has gone to 
this sector. Total disbursements over the years has amounted to 
Rs, 1004,22 crores. The year-wise details of the assistance to the 
private sector are given in the table number 2,5 below. 
TABLE- 2,51 ASSISTAKCL TO PRIVATE CORPORATE SECTOR 
YEARS Number of Projects Amount sanctioned Percentage of 
(Rs, crores) total sanctions 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
1983-84 
73 
69 
121 
148 
154 
169 
173 
193 
192 
230 
24,43 
22.28 
49,72 
67,20 
102,27 
99,86 
128.45 
154,82 
149.15 
202.94 
66,3 
40,8 
49,8 
57.4 
66.3 
66.7 
60.6 
58.3 
54.4 
57.4 
Itotal 1974-75 
to 1983-84 
1522 1001.12 60.5 
SOURCES Annual Reports of IFCI 
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The abrve table shows that the assistance to the private 
Corporate sector which was Rs,24.43 crores In 1974-75 Increased 
ta 18.202.94 crores in 1983-84 i^e.an increase of more than eight 
tiw«s. However, its relative lirportance has shown a decline from 
66^ 3»i in 1974-75% to 57,4% during 1983-84. fliough relatively, the 
sl*yire of private sector has declined, yet it continues to be the 
Xatrgest recepient of the assistance. Itie annual average growth rate 
^f assistance to this sector was 39.9% during 1974-75 to 1979-80, 
but it declined to 20.50JC during 1980-81 to 1983-84. This decline 
irt the growth rate of assistance to the private corporate sector may 
be accounted to the increased assistance' given to the projects In 
the public and joint sector. Industry-wise break-up of assistance 
shdi^ a that it is concentrated mainly to five industries viz. Texti-
les, cement. Paper and Paper Products, Iron and Steel and Transport 
Equipment. These together accounted for 50,0% of the assistance.Ilieiar-
«s^ share has gone to the Textiles Industry (14.0%} followed by cement 
(13.8%). Other important industries assisted included Sugar,Electri-
city and Gas, Non-ferrotis metals. Synthetic Fibres, Pertilizers> 
Machinery, Miscellaneous Chemicals, Rubber Products, and Hotel etc. 
2, PURPOSE-WISE CIASGIFICATION OF ASSISTANCEt 
lUiother Important feature of the operations of the IPCI is 
the financial assistance by type of projects in terms of the purpose 
for which funds are made available. IFCI provides assistance to 
industrial enterprises for starting a new project or for diver-
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slflcation and expansion or for modernization and renovation of 
an existing ones*As on the 30th June,1984, out of total financial 
ASsls-tanea^ of^ Bs,215,6^ 6-0^ crores^ > assistance for nfew projects amounted 
to Rs#1407»89 crores or 65»3% of total sanctions, against which dls-
burfteinents amounted to Rs.992#85 crores. The total cost of all the 
new projects assisted together was estimated to Rs» 11374,71 crores, 
Hftius thf C5orporatlor?s assistance to new projects forms 12,4% 6f the 
total cost of these projects. Similarly, assistance for the purpose 
of expansion/diversification aBK>unted to te,399,56 crores C18.5?C), 
while for modernisation and rmovatlon the assistance worked out to 
r:»349.30 crores (16,2%) including Rs,205.50 crores provided under 
•Soft Loans Scheme*. The year-wise details of purpose-wise assistance 
of IFCI for the last ten years are given in the table number 2,6» 
The table 2,6 shows that assistance for new projects which 
was? 153,27,81 .crores in 1974-75 has Increased to R3,252,25 crores in 
1983-84, showing an increase of nine times. However, in relative 
terms, its share has declined from 83,0?^  In 1974-75 to 71,3% during 
1983*84, m relative terms, the share of new projects has continued 
to decline from 1974-75 to 1979-80, when it got only 38,6% share in 
total assistance. This decline in the share of new projects was 
mainly because of introduction of 'Soft Loan Scheme* which got 
increasing share during these years. In 1980-81 the share of new 
projects jumped to 62,0!^  which though declined marginally in the 
next two years but aqain got a satisfactory share of 71,3% during 
1983-84, The assistance to the new projects increased at an 
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annual average growth rate of 36,85& per annum between 1974-75 to 
1978-79, which declined marginally to 35,4% of average annual grcwth 
rate between 1979-80 to 1983-84, 
The financial assistance sanctioned to new projects for the 
last ten years i,e.between 1974-75 to 198#-84 amounted to Rs, 1032,33 
crores for 850 new projects spread all over the country, l^e classi-
fication of new projects assisted by the Corporation according to 
size of capital outlay are given in table 2,7, 
TABUB - 2,71 Classification of Kew Projects Assisted by IFCI 
according to size of Capital CXitiay between 
i9'ir4-'>fe to 1^8^-84, 
Size of Capital Number of Assistance Percentage share 
outlay (S3, crores) New Projects sanctioned in total Assistance 
(Rs, crores) 
Upto Ss, 3,00 
3,01 —. 5.00 
5,01 —10.00 
Above 10,00 
TOTAL 
193 
163 
350 
144 
850 
72.40 
113,30 
388,«5 
456,93 
1031,28 
7 , 0 
11,0 
37,7 
44,3 
100,0 
SOURCES Annual Reportsof IFCI, 
TJiis table 2,7 shows that out of 850 new projects assisted 
by the Corporation between 1974-75 to 1983-84, 193 projects, each 
with a capital outlay upto Rs,3,00 crorev got an assistance of Rs,72,40 
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crores, forming 7,0% of total assistance sanctioned to new projects, 
during the same period. Another 163 projects, each with a capital 
outlay of Rs, 3,01 crores to Rs, 5,00 crores, got te,113,30 crores or 
11,05C of total assistance sanctioned to the new projects. Thus the 
share of medium-scale irdustries works Out to 18,09^  of total assis-
tance provided by the Corporation to the new projects. On the other 
hand the share of projects having capital outlay of Rs, 5,01 crores 
to Rs, 10,00 crores each, amounted to Rs,3P8,65 crores for 350 projects, 
constituting 37,7%cf total assistance. Similarly, the share of pro-
JectC^aving capital outlay of above R3,10,00 crores aggregatie* to 
Rs,456,93 crores or 44,3% of total sanctions, Ihus, over the last 
ten years, assistance of the Corporation to the new projects reflects 
the dominart role of medium-large and large scale projects. The 
share of medium-large and large scale projects stood at 82,0^, 
The assistance of the Corporation to the existing projects 
for eKjpansion/diversification puiposes has also increased consider-
ably in size. For instance, during 1974-75, Corporation sanctioned 
Rs,4,70 crores for expansioiV'diveisiflcation of projects, it increas-
ed to Rs, 35,19 crores during 1983-84, But in relative terms, its 
importance has declined over the years,as its share in total finan-
cial assistance has declined from 14,0% in 1974-75 to 10,0% tn 
1983-84, The share of assistance for expansion/diversification pur-
poses has been fluctuating over the entire period of ten years and 
does not show eny correlation with the total sanctions of the Cor-
poration, 
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Th<^  assistance for modernisation and renovation purposes 
has Increased In absolute terns as well as In relative terras. Its 
shace# %rtilcb was only IS.0.9B crores or 3,0% In 1974-75 Increased 
to a marked level of Rs.57,31 crores (20,9%) In 1982-83 and felled 
sharply to Rs,35,31 crores or 10,0?£ of total assistance In 1983-84' 
As on 30th «3Une, 1984, the share of assistance for modernisation/ 
renovation stood at 6,7% excluding the assistance granted under 
•soft Loan Scheme •, This Increased share shows the desire of the 
Corporation to provide Increased assistance for modernisation and 
renovation of Industries In the country, 
SOFT LOAN SCHEME! 
During the year 1976-77 the all-India term lending Institutions 
Introduced the *Soft Loan Scheme* for modernisation and rehabilita-
tion of selected industries, viz. Sugar, Jute, Cotton Textiles, Cement, 
and Engineering, The IFCI along with industrial Credit and Invest-
ment Corporation of India (ICICl) is participating in this scheme 
on a cosortitwn basis with IDBI, which has been entrusted with the 
task of administering the scheme. Considering the volume of work 
involved, the three Institutions arc sharing the same on an indur^ t-
ry-wise basis. Accordingly, the IPCI has been designated as • Lead 
Institution * in respect of Sugar and Jute industries. 
The scheme is designed to help these industries in ©verccsaing 
the b=?cklog in replacement, renovation and modernisation of their 
plant and equipment so as to improve productivity. 
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This scheme was revised and llberllsed In 1983-84* Under 
the revised scheme upto Rs, 4,0 crores In agqregaite, which was Ini-
tially made available at a concessional rate of Interest of 12«5% 
was accorded further reduction In the rate of Interest to 11,59& per 
annum from the 1st March* 1984* In the case of financially wealc uni-
ts, the rate of Interest could be furthex reduced to 10.0%^  per annum, 
subject to certain conditions* The assistance under *Soft liDan Sch-
eme* Is now available to units for financing modernisation progra-
nmes alired atf 
a) upgradatlon of process^ technology and/or product! 
b) energy savlngf 
c) artl-pollutlon measures! 
d) rc-cycllng and recovery of waste and by-products! 
e) export clentatlon! 
f) lirport«.subEtitation! 
g) conservation/substitution of scarce raw materials! 
h) Improvement In capacity utilisation within the existing 
licensed capacity! and 
1) improvpments in material handling, resulting in significant 
improvewpnt in the physical and financial performance of th« 
unit* 
F l | (AAt. 2 
ASSlSr/^h/CE ifiNCT/ONEb (jNnEfi SOFT LQfiN S(^MEy/f 
Z"??^-?? TO I'iSi-S^ 
U 
V 
•jm-ri 
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The modeled Soft Loan Scheme £cr modexnlsation now includea 
all Irdustrles in Its purview but It Is expected to take eometlme 
before Its full impact gets reflected In IFCI's operations. 
As on 30th June 1984, the total assistance sanctioned under 
•ssoft Loan Scheme• worked out to Rs,205,50 crores, constituting 9«5% 
of total sanctions* These sanctions were made for 477 projects, cost-
ing Rs.l350#05 crores. Thus IPCI provided 15,2% assistance of the 
total cost of the projcicts for modernisation and renovation pKsrposes 
undor soft loan schone. The table no*2.6 shows that yearly share 
of assistcince unr er Soft Loan Scheme Increased continuously from 
1976-77 to 1979-80, both in absolute terms and relative terma. The 
asfsistance which was Bs,10»23 srores (10,35C) in 1976-77 increased 
sharply to Rs»40,71 crores (26,4%) in 1978-7P, which again increased 
to R3,50,01 crores (33.45^ -) in 1979-30, But thereafter, its share has 
started to decline and reached to the lowest level of Rs,ll,97 crores 
(4.4^) <?urlng 1982-83. However, during 1983-84, its share was inpro-
verS to R5.30,87 crores (8.7%) showing an increase of 157.9y- over the 
previous year. The year-wise assistance to projects under soft Loan 
Sch«ne are also shown graphically in the figure nuinber 2. 
Between 1976-77 to 1979-80, the assistance :tinder this scheme 
Increased at an annual averaoe growth rate of 58.6?^  but this rate 
significantly came down to only 17.1% during 1980-81 to 1983-84, 
Infact, In 19P0-81 and 1982-83 there was negative growth rate in 
the assistance under this scheme. This declxne in its share eould 
e 
be jsttributeC t o | 
5, 35th Annual Report of IFCI, p.6-7v 
5$ 
a^ the favourable conditions that prevailed in the textile ind-
ustry, in particular, cotton textiles, which helped most of the 
units to finance their roodemlsation and renovation achemea 
out of their own resources, and 
b) the units particularly in Jute sector,possibly relegating 
their modernisation prograitmes to the background more so due 
to non-availability Df spare parts and machinery recfaired for 
the renovation as also the undully long-schedules indicated 
oy the few machinery suppliers in the country, 
Upto Jtine 1981, the major beneficiary of the 1PCI»B assist-
ance sanctioned tinder Soft Loan Scheme «es Cotton Textiles (52*3^) 
accounting for more than half of the total assistance, followed 
by Engineering goods (21,0^), Cement (lO.e?^), Sugar (8.75^ ) and JUte 
(7.4?C)» More or less same trends are still noticed* Statewise dis-
tribution of this assistance shows that nearly 70?^  of the Soft 
Ixjan k&sistance has gone to units in four states via, Tami Nadu, 
Gujarat, Ifeharashtra and Madhya Pradesh* 
The total of year-wise assistance sanctioned shown in the 
column 12 of the table numbers 2.6, stands at R* 226.37 crores, 
while actual amount sanctioned acc»£xaing to 36th Annual Report of 
IPCI, is Rs.205,50 crores. It means initially few projects got 
higher amounts sanctioned, but afterwardb their amoimtpwere either 
rix^ Wred or cancl^lled. 
6, 36th Annual Report 1983-84, p.45. 
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STATE-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE! 
The assistance sanctioned by IPCI has spread over 27 states/ 
tinlon territories^ But its assistance l& mainly concentrated to the 
states like Maharashtra, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, 
I^ndl Nadu and Kamataka • As on 30th June 1984, ^ 5aharashtra got the 
highest share(15,3%) followed by Gujarat (11,1%), uttar Pradesh 
(10,9%), Andhra Pradesh (9,9%), Tamil Nadu (8.7%) and Kamataka(7,4%). 
stood 
The shares of Rajasthan and West Bengal/at 5,8% and 5,6% respective-
ly. These eight states together accounted for three-fourth(74,7%) 
of the IFCI's assistance sanctioned during 1948-84, The shares of 
Punjab, Kadhya Pradesh, Haryana, Orissa and Kerala were 4,2%, 3,9%, 
3.3%, . 3.2% and 3,1% respectively, while that of Bihar and Delhi 
wjsre 2,8% and 1,2% respectively. The shares of other states/union 
territories were one percent or less. The year-wise details of assi-
stance sanctioned by IPCI since 1970-71 to 1983-84 are given in 
the table number 2,8, 
As rrgards charrcreB between 1948-90 and 1970-84, an outstand-
ivg feature of IFCI's operations has been the substantial decline 
in the shares of West Bergal, Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra, The share 
of West Bengal which was 12,3% between 1948-70 came down to only 
5,1% between 1970-84, This shows a decline of 58,5% between 1948-70 
to 1970-84, Similarly, the share of Tamil Nadu declined from 14,6% 
between 1948-70 to 8,7% between 1970-84,while that of Maharashtra 
declined from 20,0% to 14,4S over the same period. This represeafei 
a decline of 45,2% and 28,0% for Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra resp#o» 
K 
V) 
LS kxi 
^ 
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tlvely, This shows that over the years, CX>rporation has consider-
ably reduced the concentration of assistance to few developed sta-
teiB, which Is a welcome trend. 
On the other hand, shares of few states has Increased over 
the years. Thr share of Gujarat which was 6.6% between 1948-70 
has increased significantly to 11.9% between 1970-84, This whows 
an Increase of 60.37^ « Similarly the share of Uttar Pradesh increa-
sed from 7.3% between 1948-70 to 11,35^  between 1970-84, while share 
of Andhra Pradesh Increased from 7,1% to 10,4% over the same period. 
The share of Punjab has become more than double between these two 
periods l,e» from 2,0% to 4,5%, Other states/union territor|t©g whose 
shares has increased are Kamataka, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Har-
yana, Orrissa, Delhi, Goa and Pondlchery, The disappointing perfor-
7 
nance of the Corporation has been in case of Korth-Eastem states; 
These states together had accounted for 2,1% of total assistance 
between 1948-70 wh^ch declined to only 1,1% between 1970-84, This 
shows that North-Eastern states are almost neglected by the Corpo-
ration, 
m Brief, although some changes in the regional concentra-
tion of asslstarce by IPCI are nctlceable, yet the picture is not 
very much satisfactory. The scope of assistance needs to be enlar-
ged sc as to provide greater assistance to backward and neglected 
states for brlrging an all round development of the country. State-
wise distribution of assistance by the Corporation, upto JUne 1984 
•re also shown graphically in the figure 3« 
7. It includes iMssam, Manipur, Meghalya, Nagaland, Sikkim, Aruna-
chal Pradesh, and Tripura, 
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ASSISTANCE TO BACKWARD STATES/AREASi 
in recent years attention has been focussed on the removal 
of regional Imbalances In the courtry and the need to faster Indtts* 
trial growth In backward states/areas* Da pursuance of Gcvernment's 
policy to accelerate the Industrialisation of backward states/areas, 
the IFCI has consciously adopted a strategy to assist projects in 
bickward states/areas, IPCI Itself and also alondwlth other all-
Zndla dc=velopinent banks has Initiated several measures to promote 
the liKlustrlallsatlon of less-»developed areas. Starting of a scheme 
of concessional finance, since July 1970 represents the deliberate 
attempt of IPCI to encourage the development of backward states/ 
areas, m the beginning the concessional finance from IPCI to less-
developed areas was availabU. only to new projects and normally 
applicable to projects costing less than Rs, one crore, larg« proj-
ects were to be considerecl on a selective basis. In the case of 
co-operativeSpConcesJionai assistance was available irrespective 
o^ the cost of the project. In January 1972 and subsequently in 
1973-74 this scheme was llberllsed and its scope was enlarged to 
cover all industrial projects, viz, new, expansion, diversificatin 
and rehabilitation irrespective of the capital cost of the projects-
The Corporation, over the years, has extended sizeable financial 
assistance to Industrial undertakings in the backward states/areas, 
as sho*m by the table number 2,9 below* 
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TABLE - 2.9t ASSISTANCE TO PROJECTS IN BACKWARD AREAS 
YEARS Assistance to Projects In Percentage share In 
Sa^ Rvrard areas^ Rs*<scos«s) total assistance. 
Since inception 
t^to jure, 1970 84.64 26,0 
1970-71 5.27 19,8 
1971-72 13.17 35.7 
1972-73 19.90 47.8 
1973-74 14.17 40.0 
1974-75 17.26 53.8 
1975-76 23,32 48.8 
1976-77 59.41 64.5 
1977-78 55,10 51.4 
1978-79 64,12 42,2 
1979-80 68.97 46.0 
1980-81 103,26 48.7 
1981-82 130,83 49,3 
1982-83 157,83 57,6 
1983-84 242,42 68,6 
Total between 1970-71 
to 1983-84. 975.03 51.9 
SOURCEI Annual Reports o£ IFCI 
Since its inception upto June 1970, out of a total financial 
assistance of Rs. 325.65 crcres sanctioned by IFCI, assistance to 
backward states/areas amounted to Rs,e4,64 crores forming 26% of 
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the total sanctions. Thus upto iJlme 1970, only one-fourth of the 
assistance of the Corporation was for the backward states/areas• 
But thereafter, ©ccluding the year 1970-71, its assistance to back-
ward areas has grown considerably in absolute teitns and also 1ft 
relative terms. The above table shows that the share of assistance 
to bac3cward areas, which was 26% upto 1970, rose sharply to 53,85^  
during 1974-75 and further to as high as 64,5% during 1977-78* After 
1977-78 though Its ahare In absolute terms has Increased but in 
relative trrms Its share has decllned^itidicatiug a broadening In the 
activities of IPCI. But in recent years, the assistance of IFCl to 
backward areas has again got nramenturo^  During 1982-83 the assistance 
to backward areas amounted to Rs. 157,83 crores or 57,6?^  of total assis-
tance, which touched to its peak during 1983-84, amounting to Rs,242.42 
crores or 68,65' Of the total assistance, Tn this way currently two-
third of the assistance of IPCI is for backward areas. To have a 
concrete idea, let us divide this period of 14 years l,e,1970-71 to 
1983-84 In three sub-periods as in the table 2,10» 
TABLE - 2,10 
SUB-PERIOD Percentage annual Percentag€j annual 
increase in total increase in the 
assistance assistance to back« 
ward areas 
' * — i W W — — * i — — — ••" 1 I . P » M I I » — I I I I — • II • • • I I I IP . fc . lMIIMIW • ! ! • . | , „ | 1,11,1, I I — . • » » l . l H W W IIMIMI • • I I M I I W . . I . 1 1 W I 111 • l(> • III W IIWII iMI II ••)>• 
1970-71 to 1974-75 6.7 48,5 
1975-76 to 1979-80 39,7 41,5 
1980-81 to 1983-84 24,8 37,3 
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The table 2,10 shows that in all the three sub-periods the 
average annual increase in the assistance to backward areas is 
higher than increase in the total assistance. For instance, during 
1970-71 to 1974-75, the assistance to backward areas increased at 
ar. annual average growth rate of 48,5% as against an annual average 
increase of 6#7% in the total assistance sanctioned by IPCI. iJius 
in the first siib-period, increase ir^e assistance to backward areas 
was nearly eight tiroes greater than the increase in the total assi-
stance of the IFCI# Between 1975-76 to 1979-80, the financial assis-
tance Increaseflat an annual average rate of 39,7%# while the assis-
tance to backward areas increased by 41.3% annually, m the last 
sub-period i,e*between 1980-81 to 1983-84, total assistance incre-
ased by 24,8^ per annum and assitance to backward areas increased 
by 37o3% per annum, iJiis higher rate of growth of assistance to 
backward areas as compared to the rate of growth of total assistance 
highlights the keen intrest of the Ctorporation to faster the indus-
trialisation process in the backward areas of the country. 
Since its inception upto June 1984, assistance to backward 
areas amounted to Rs, 1082,64 crores, for 837 projects^ constituting 
50,2% of total assistance, Ohus half of the assistance of IPCI was 
sanctioned for the backward states. 
However, state-wise brrak-xq> of this assistance shows that it 
is Concentrated in seven states, namely^Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, 
Karnataka, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, and Uttar Pradesh, 
Andhnp Pradesh has got the highest share of Rs,127.37 crores or 
lisSM of total assistance sanctioned by IFCI to backward areas, 1 
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followed by Uttar Pradesh (ll,35i), Gujafat (10,OT), Karnataka(9*3J4)5 
Maharashtra (8.3%), Rajasthan (7.8%)^ . and Tamil Nadu (7.6%).These 
seven states together had accounted for two-third of the total 
assistance sanctioned to backward areas, and the remaining one-thl^ rd 
was distributed among rest of the states and union territories. Of 
these seven states, only three states namely, Andhra Pradesh, Uttar 
Pradesh and Rajasthan are Industrially backward states, while the 
other four states (Gujarat, Maharashtra, Karnataka and Tamil Nadu) 
are Industrially advanced states. The disappointing performance of 
the Corporation has been th.»t It had not given due attention In 
flnanclnq the backward districts of most b^ sckward states like Bihar, 
Assam, Hlmachal Pradesh, Jajunu and Knshmtr, mdhya Pradesh etc. 
Excluding the Kadlrya Pradesh share of all these backward states In 
the total asBistance^ which were aanctioned to backward areas 
has been between zero to 2,1%. It means IBx:i Is assisting the proje-
cts In backward areas of developed states and not the backward areas 
of backward state* like Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, J^mmu and Kashmir, 
Hiirachal Pradesh etc. It Is also confirmed by the fact that under 
this scheme all the backward district*^notified by Government of 
India, of developed states like Maharashtra, Karnataka and Punjab 
has been covered, while In case of backward states only a few dis-
tricts has been grant<wa assistance. In this way we can say that In 
financing prejects In backward areas IFCI prefers to assist the 
bacikward areas of developed states and not of backward states, which 
in turn Increases the regional Imbalances rather than to reduce It, 
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The Coiporation should change its policy in this regard and should 
give preference to the bac)cward districts of backward states first 
In its financing c^eratlons, if it Is really interested in bring* 
ing the balanc«N3 regional development of the courtry and to achieve 
the national objective of growth with social Justice, Ihcxigh the 
goal of Industrial policy can not be to develop all regions equally, 
but the development of each region to its maxiinum po*-ential is 
essential. 
Industry wise brealc-up of assistance to projects in baclcward 
areas shows that it is concentrated to seven industries namely. 
Cement, Sugar, Cotton textiles. Paper and Paper products. Iron and 
Steel, Basic Industrial chemicals and "Sransport Equipment* These 
seven industries together accounted for jip% of the total assistance 
sanctioned to bacla/ard areas* t^jor beneficiaries has been nseiw^ nt* 
textiles and sugar industries receiving \&^S%» 16*4% and 10% of 
total assistance respectively* EKCludlng the above ircrtlored seven 
industries, share of other industries Is Insignificant, 
However, it is important to note here that the financial and 
fiscal Incentives can not ensure promotion of industrial develojanent 
in industrially backward areas, Financial assistance on liberal temffi 
is only one of the several Incentives for industrial dev( lopment. 
There are various other factors which ha'^ e a bearing on the strata* 
gy to facilitate and accelerate the establishment of new industrial 
projects in backward areas, such as, identificiition of project idcfts. 
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preparation of preliminary feasibility studies, search for roana-
gerlal/f'titreprenerlal talents, preparation of c!etalle<5 project 
reports, critical evaluation of projects from the national point 
of view, manacrerlal and technical assistance for project inple-
mentation and operation and so on? 
Realising the Mmitatlons of financial Incentives XFCI 
along with other all Xrdia DevclopniFnt Banks have started several 
ntcasures under its pormotional schemes, which we shall discuss in 
thf; chapter IV. 
8. Khan, M.Y, ibid, p.150, 
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CHAPTER • III 
IPCI AND INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
After Independence, Industrialisation has been a striking 
feature of the Indian economic development. The process of indue-
t^ialifation* launched as a conscious and deliberate policy under 
Industrial Policy Resolution of 1948 and 195f and vigorously in^le-
mented under five year plans necessitated heavy investments in 
building up capacity over a wide spectrum of industries. Over the 
last 36 years, industrial production increased many fold placing 
India among the ten most industrial countries of the World, The 
industrial structure has been widely diversified covering broadly 
the entire range cf consumer, intermediate and capital goods Indus-
tires. 
Finance is one of the critical inputs for industry. In India, 
term-lesndlng institutions are the principle purveyers of industrial 
finance. Staiall, meditim and large industrial urits have all ^ c^aSss to 
their finance. As already mentioned above, IPCI was the first national 
level development bank to be set ta^  In 1948 t© cater the long-tern 
financial requirements of industries. IFCI»s operations reflect in 
a sirall but significant measure, the pattern of Industrial invest-
ment and the structural changes that have taken place r'uring the 
last three-and-a-haIf decades of planned economic development in 
the country. Since its inception \q;>to June 1984, IICI has sanctionad 
financial assistance of the order of Rs« 2156.75 crores to as many 
as 1894 industrial projects of li€7 industrial 
1 
* Ddtt, Ruddar, Sundaram, K.P.M.# ** Indian Econony ** S.Chand & 
Oonpany Ltd., New Delhi, 1965 
p.523. 
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concerns. More Important than the quantum of assistance sanctioned 
by IPCl has been its catalytic role which has been instrumental in 
overall resource mobilisation of R3«17#561,71 ciores for the- comple-
tion of these assisted projects, IPCI has covered a wide spectrtMn 
of industries in its assistance, and it is no exaggeration to say 
that there is hardly any industry in the organised sector which has 
not been the beneficiary of some assistance from IFCI, 
INDUSTRY-WISE DISTRIBUTION OF FItlAKCIAL ASSISTANCEt 
Over the last 36 years,the IFCI's financial assistance has 
spread to a wide varieties of industries throughout the country.As 
already mentioned above, IFCI, since its inception upto June 1984^ 
has sanctioned financial assistance of Es,2156,75 crores for 1894 
projects spread all over the country. The share of various indust-
ries in the total financial assistance sanctioned by IFCI, since its 
fee 
inception upto flUne 1984,has been shown with/ielp of bar diagrams in 
the figure no,4, 
It is evident from the figure, th^t major* beneficiaries of 
the Corporation's assistance has been Textiles, Cement and Sugar 
Industries, The textiles industry has got the highest share aggrega-
ting to Rs,353,81 crores or 16,4% of the total assistance sanctioned 
by IFCI between 1948-49 to 1983-84, followed by Cement, (Rs,250,06 etoxea 
>r 11,6%) and sugar (RS,237,85 crorea or 11,C%), The Corporation, in its 
operations, is giving preference to laextiles and sugar industry espe-
cially in the cooperative sector, which offr^ r high employment poten-
tial and also channelise the savings of the agricultural sector for 
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productive purposes. Sugar and Textiles together had accounted for 
more than one-fourth of the total sanctions upto June 1984, both 
In terms of number and amount. Other important beneficiaries of 
IPCI»8 assistance were E^per, Iron and Steel and Basic Industrial 
Chemicals. Paper Industry has got a share of 6,9%/ while Iron and 
Steel and Basic Industrial Chemicals have got a share of 6,1% each. 
The other industries assisted by the Corporation Included Electrical 
s^achlnery (5.4%), Synthetic Fibres (5.2%), Fertilizers (5.1%)# Trans-
port Equipment (3.9%), Rubber Products (2,7%) and Non-Ferrous Metals 
(2,9%)• The share of other industries like Hotel, Metal Products,JUte 
and Glass etc. was less than 2% each. The year«<wlse assistance sanc-
tioned by IPCl since 1970-71 are given in the table 3,1. 
A comparative study of industry-wise assistance sanctioned by 
IFCI, for the periods 1948-49 to 1969-70 and 1970-71 to 1983r84,shows 
that there has been notable changes in the shares of various indust-
ries over the years. For instance. Iron and Steel ivhich got only one 
percent share in the assistance upto OUne 1970, has got 6,3% share 
between 1970-71 'to 1983-^ 84, showing an increase in the share of more 
than six times over -^ le last 14 years, lAkewise, the share of Synthe-
/ / 
t i c Fibres increase^ from 1,9% between 1948-49 t o 1969-70 t o 5,0% 
between 1970-71 tq^1983-84, whi le the share of c«nent was more than 
doxibied i , e , frofe 5,5% t o 12,3% over the same per iod . The share of 
Tex t i l e s industry- has a l s o reg i s tered an increase from 11,3% t o 
I6,l!% over the s/ame p«(tiod, claiming the h ighes t share in the t o t a l 
aa/siatarce. Other indyistries whose share has improved are E l e c t r i c a l 
Ma<jhinery, Transport;|S:quipment and Hotel , 
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On the other hand, the relative shire of Non-Perrops Metals 
declined sharply from 9.3% (during 1948-49 to 1969-70) to l.l5i 
(during 1970-71 to 1983-84) # filrrllarly, the share of Metal Products 
has also declined considerably to 1,9% between 1970-71 to 1983-84* 
as against 6,5% between 1948-49 to 1969-70, The share of sugar also 
declined from 19.5% to 10.2%, while that of Jfeisic Industrial Chemi-
cals declined from 9.1% to 5,9% over the same period,The shares of 
other industries like Rubber Products, JUte , Fertilizers and Glass 
also fell marginally. The shares of some other industries like paper 
and Paper Products, Machinery and Accessories has remained stagnant 
over the years. However, these changes Ir the industry-wise distri-
bution of assistance by IPCI has shown only marginal shift and it 
needs to be diversified more, 
Setstor-wise classification of IPCI»s assictance, since its 
inception upto JXine 1984 are given in table 3,2 below,* 
TABLE - 3,2 t Industrial Sector-wise Classification of Assistance 
(i§4e-.64), 
— *„ (te, c r o r e s ) 
INDUSTRY 
1, Basic I n d u s t r i e s 
2 , C a p i t a l Goods I n d u s t r i e s 
3 , totermedlate Goo^ I n d u s t r i e s 
4 , Consumer Goods I n d u s t r i e s 
5 , Services I n d u s t r i e s ; 
No,of 
Proj-
ects 
416 
275 
337 
819 
47 
Assistance Percentage 
sanctioned of total 
( cumulative 
upto June, 1984 
722,10 
254,96 
349.77 
788,22 
41.70 
33,5 
11,8 
16,2 
36,6 
1,9 
TOIAL 1894 2156,75 100,0 
S(?URCE| 36th Annual Report of IPCI-1983-84, p , 5 0 , 
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The table ^ 2 shows that the Basic and gapltal goods Industries 
have accounted for 45,3% of the total financial assistance sanctioned 
by the Corporatioi since its inception upto June,1984. Development 
<y€ Eteslx: and Capital g05d9 industries are vital for the industrial 
development of the country, since they create productive capacity 
in the econotny, and increase investment in the secondary and terr-
tiary sectors of the economy, ^ ese industries had the greatest lin-
kage effects. According to late Prime Minister, Shri Jawahar Lai Nehru 
'I 
, /«» «.-... It is not possible to industrialise the nation rapidly with-
put concentrating on the basic industries, which produce industrial 
I Ho 
'jmachines, which are utilised in industrial development • Consideriihg 
/'the importance of the Basic and Capital goods industries in the ind-
ustrialisation process, its share in the total assistance of the 
Corporation should be increased nore« As IPCI is a development bank 
which was basically set-up to faster the industrialisation pro-
crs's of the country, therefore, at least half (50,%) of the assistan-
ce of the Corporation should go for basic and capital goods industries 
The share of intermediate goods industries^ which was 16,2% upto June 
1984, should also be increased upto 25/i. However, consumer goods 
indxistries, which accounted for 36,6% of the total assistance of 
the Corporation, have secured a larger share. Its share should b« 
reduced. On the other hand the share of the services industries is 
ver^ low and should be increased. 
• I • ' 
2-, Goverrment of India, " Problems in Ohird plan - A Critical 
Miscellacy," p.34-35• 
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INDUSTRY-WISE SHARE OP IFCI«S ASSISTANCE IN THE TOTAL ASSISTANCE 
4)v«jF-^ e^^ y«a3fs^ J^iCI,iias-^ aactloaed^ J5lKeable^ a^sslsl:aiice^ o 
various industries in the country. The role of IFCI in industrial 
development of India can best be seen by examining the industry-wise 
share of IPCI*s assisstance in the total assistance sanctioned by all-
financial institutions. The table 3,3 gives, the Industry-«lse assis-
tance sanctioned by IFCI as well as by all other financial institu-
tions since 1980»81« 
Table 3.3 shows that IFCI is providing a substantial share in 
the financial requirements of various industries, particularly in 
^n-Perro^l© Metals, Pocd^  Ceirrnt, Paper and Paper Products, Basic 
Industrial Chemicals, Fertilizers^ Iron and steel. Textiles (including 
•3Ute)^  Rubber Products and Transport Equipment etc. As on 31st March, 
1984, the highest share of IK;I in the total assistance sanctioned by 
all financial InstH-u'^iorBWas 25,2% in Non-Ferrotj^ Metals followed by 
Btood{i7,2%) and C€9Bent(17,0%), The share of industries like l^per and 
Paper Products, Basic Industrial Chemicals, Fertilizers, Iron and 
Steel, Textiles {including JUte), Rubber Products and Transport Equip-
ment were 14%, 13.6%, 13,4%, 12,2%, 11,9%, 11%, and 10,6% respectively. 
The share of IPCI in the financing of other industries ranaed between 
1,9% to 10,0%.It Included Metal Products, Machlnary and Accessories, 
Electrical Machinery, Miscellaneous Chemicalfy, services etc. 
Let us now analyse the industry-wise trends in the IFCl's fina-
ncial operations as coBf>ared to other financial instituti^Ms, The shara 
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of IFCI In the total long-term assistance sanctioned by all finan-
cial Institutions, In respect of food Industry has shown a marginal 
lirorovement between 1980-81 to 1963-84. Its «hare which was 11.2% 
during 1980-81 Increased to 12.7% during 198i-B^^ and then declined 
to 11,3% during 1982-83 , but showed a marginal lirr>rovemrnt during 
1963-84 to 11.9%. IPCI's relative Importance as a sotirce of finance 
to textile Industry has substantially declined during ^rly 66B (Ml is 
revealed! by the fact that IPCI»s assistance to textile Industry, 
which accounted for 15.3% of the total assistance sanctioned by all 
financial institutions during 1980-81 declined to 12% during 1981-82 
and further declined to 10,2% during 1982-83 while it Improved margi-
nally to 10,8% during 1983-84. m financing Cement industry, IPCI 
has played an Incrcaslrg role.During 1980-81, IPCI»s share In the 
total finances provided by all financial institutions to cement 
industry was 13.85o which increased to 18.9% during 1981-82 and thei 
declined to 12.7% during 1982-83 but further increased to 17.1% dtiring 
1983-84. Ihus IPCI has provided sxibstantlal assistance to the cement 
Industry, In case of Eon-Pcrroi3B Metals, IFCI's share in the first 
three ye-.rs of 80 *s has fluctuated between 9 tc 105i, but rose sharply 
durlro 1983-84 to 17%. The Corporations assistance to the Paper in-
dustxy which accounted for 11.8% of the total assistance sanctioned 
by all financial institutions during 1980-81,declined to 9% during 
1981-82, and farther f Al to 8.4% during 1962-83. How€»ver, during 
1983-84, its relative share Increased conslde-ably to 13.4%. flius 
IFCI's share in the paper industry which sh wed a declinirn trend 
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In the first three years of 80 s, was reversed dtirlng 19e3-84, IPCI»s 
role was widely fluctuating In providing finance to fertilizers Ind-
ustry, Prom as high as 35,5% during 1980-81# IPCI*s share declined 
significantly to only 4,1% during 1981-82 and Increased rapidly In 
the next year to 16,4% and further to 17,6% during 1983-84, In case 
of Basic Industrial CSiernicals, the IFCI»a share was fluctuating bet-
ween 8 to il,4% during the first four years of 80*8, In Iron and Steel; 
IPCI's share In total funds provided by all financial institutions, 
though declined In 1981-82 to 7,3% as against 12,1% in 1980-81, but 
improved in 1982-83 to 11,2% and increased further to 14,0% in 
1983-84, Thus IPCI Is playing an Increasing role in providing finance 
to Iron and steel Industry as conpared to other financial institutions, 
IFCI*s share has widely fluctuated in meeting the financial require-
ments of rubber products since 1980-81, In case of transport equip-
ment 1PCI*8 share was almost stagnant between 1981-82 to 1983-84, 
During 1980-81, the share cf IPCI was 6,4%, which increased to 8,7% 
during 1981-82 and then declined marginally to 8,6%, but during 
1983-84 it Improved to 8,9%, Thus in the last three years IPCI's 
share has been stagnant. The share of IPCI in other industries lilce 
Metal Products, Machinary and Accessories, Miscellaneous Chemicals, 
Electrical Machinery and services etc, had shewn a fluctuating trend, 
and its share Ir the total financeaprovided by all financial insti-
tutions is not satisfactory, 
GENERAL REVIEW OF INDUSTRIES ASSISTED BY IFCIt 
Industrial grovrth in India has not been uniform since 19il, 
After achieving a steady growth rate of about 8% per annum during tha 
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Initial period of 14 years I.e.between 1950-51 to 1964-65^ there 
was a fluctuating trend since then, in the sixties average growth 
rate of Industrial output was about 5.5^which declined to 4^1% 
during se^ /en^ -ies* However, it a'-'alrfitarted to recover^the early eigh-
ties. During the prrlod 1970-71 to 1983-84# for which our study Is 
mainly concerned, the industrial outinit Increased at an annual avera-
ae'growth rate of 4,5% » If we divided this v;hole period of 14 years 
^n three sub- periods, the following trend is noticed, 
7ABIE - 3,4 8 Industrial Growth Rate (1970-71 to 1983-84) 
SUB-RBRIOD percentage Annual Growth Rate of Indus-
trial output. 
1970-71 to 1974-75 3,6 
1975-76 to 1979-80 4,5 
1980*81 to 1983-84 5,5 
over all from 1970-71 to 1983-84 
I •.) -
4.5 
SOURCEt Compiled from Economic Survey,1979-80, 1983-84 ^ "^ 
1984-85, 
The table 3,4 shews, that since 1970-71, there is an Increasing 
trifn^  in the industrial output of the courtry. Industrial growth rat« 
in ,the first half of seventies was very low via, 3,65^  per annum. Severe 
sh^ tilrtage of power In many parts of the country, shortage of certain 
ijkxsrtant raw materials coupled with the transport bottlenecks which 
<^ ffject«d the movements of essential inputs like coal, pig ilron and 
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cement, and disturbed Inf'ustrlal relations In a number of Industries 
were mainly responsible for the slow growth of Industrial output' 
in -the first half of the seventies* m the second half of seventies^ 
Industrfal output has shown Irrprovcment, except ln"13he year 1979«i-80, 
when there was negative growth rate of 1.4%* However, during 1980-81 
to 1983-84 industrial growth rate was short of the target, but was 
at a bit satisfactory level of 5#5% per annum, Ihls higher growth 
rate was the result of the improvement in the Infrastructural faci-
lities and the deliberate thrust given by the Government to sec that 
the industrial capacity built up was utilised to the utUKJSt extent, 
IFCI assisted units, in most of the industry had shown more 
or less san.e performance as other units in the courtry» However, in 
few cases its performance has significantly diverged from the general 
trend. Let us now analyse the performance of some important Indust-
ries assisted by xrC2« 
1, sua^R 8 
sugar Itodustiy occupies an inqportant place among organised 
indus t r i e s in Inr'la* " As an agro-fcasod processing indust ry , sugar 
industry nets as a c a t a l y s t in t he process of r u r a l t r a n s -
3 
formation," During 1983-84, there were 339 units in crperation in th« 
country with an installed capacity of 68,28 lakh tonnes of sugar, 
as against 211 units with an installed capacity of 36.53 lakh tonnes 
3. Seventh Five Year Plan 1985-90, Vol, II, p. 189, 
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during 1970«71» Actual productim of j5i%gar« during 1983-84 came out 
to 71.49 lakh tonnes, indicating a capacity utilisation of 104.89^ , 
as against a capacity utiliaation of 100,7?^  during 1970-71 • Uius 
over the years, sugar industry has shewn an inprovement in the 
capacity utilisation of the existing units. 
Since its inception tJ^ to Jone 1984, IPCI had assisted 241 
sugar units in the country, of which 179 were In the co-operative 
sector ( &• I87»08 crores } and 62 units in the corporate sector 
C fis» 50„77 irores)# Itoe assistance to sugar Industry by IFCI which 
was Es, 8.29 crores in 1970-71 Increased to Rs, 17.71 erores in 1983-
^ » Though In absolute terms, assistance to Sugar Industry has inc-
reased over the years, but in relative terais Its share has declined 
sharply from 23,5% during 1970-71 to 5,0?4 during 1983-84. The year-
wise details of assistance to Sugar industry(T&ble 3.1} shows that 
there hacl been wide fluctuations in its share. Its share touched to 
the peak level of 43.2% in 1972-73 but thereafter its share has been 
widely fluctuating. The lowest share of Sugar industry was in the 
years :.978-79 and 1979-80 via. 1.2% ai^ 2.2% respectively, this shazp 
decline in its share was because during this period investment in 
the Sugar industry had fallen considerably on account of shazp dec-
line in the price of Sugar to uneconomic levels arising from the 
high level of sugar stocks and complete decontrol. However, during 
1980-81 its share improved to 11*5%, which again declined in the 
subsequent three years and felled to only 5% during 1983-84. Thus 
the sugar Industry which upto Jttne 1970 was the highest recinc^ of 
the assistance of ZfCZ had lost its importance ^nd had fallen to 
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the third position after Cotton Textiles and Cement* 
out of 241 units assisted by IFCI, 95 reporting units with 
an Installed capacity ©f 17»73 lakh tonnes, gave production of 16 
lakh tonnes. Indicating a capacity utilisation of 90,2%, The same 
Icvrl of capacity utilisation was observed In the 53 IFCI asslsttsd 
reporting units during 1970-71* Ihus over the years (between 1970-71 
to 1983-84) IPCI assisted units had not shown any Improvement In 
their performance. As compared with the average capacity utilisation 
of all Cugat units opera4:lng In the country^ the IPCI's assisted . ' 
units had given a poor performance. 
An analysis of direct economic contribution of new,expansion/ 
diversification projects in Sugar Industry shows thit between 1975-76 
to 1983-84, 134 projects assisted by IPCI with a capital cost of 
Rs,e84,26 croresy created an additional capacity of 23.22 lakh tonnes 
in the cotintry. These projects together produced an output of about 
Rs.692,74 crores. The gross value-added by these projects came to 
te, 138.73 crores representing 15.7% of the total project cost. These 
projects had created an expected direct employment opportunity for 
69540 persons in the country. Ihus IPCI assisted sugar units had 
significantly contributed in the economic development of the country. 
2. COTTON TEXTIlRSi 
The organised Cotton Textiles Industry is one of our oldest 
and mcst firmly established major industries. There were 841 textilcss 
mills in the country upto March 1984, comprising 561 spinning mills 
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and 280 composite mills. The total number of installed spindles as 
on 31 March 1984, were 23.04 mllllcn spindles, as against 17.88 mi-
llion spindles on 31 December, 1970, shewing an increasB^f 28,9% 
dver the last 14 years. However, with a view to protectlna Handloom 
sector from the Impact of mechanised sector, there was no change In 
the loomage Installed in the organised mill sector which continued 
to remain at 0,21 million in 1983-84 also* 
The total production of yaim Including that of synthetic blen-
ded variety was 1345,30 million fcgp. during 1983-84 (April - March), 
as against 965 million »^ * during 1970 (Jan'- Dec, ),showli^ an Incr-
ease In the yarn production of 39,4%, cn the other hand, the produc-
tion of cloth by mill sector Including that of synthetic blended 
variety decreased from 7849 million metres to 3585,80 million metres 
during 1983-84, Ttiis shows a decline in the cloth production by 54,3% 
Hie poor performance of the Industry was mainly because of sltaggish 
marlcet demand, high cost of Inputs aggravated by shortfall In cotton 
crop at timesyInfrastructural deficiencies and dlstarbed industrial 
relations• 
IPCI, upto June 1984 sanctioned financial assistance for 405 
projects (Rs, 353.81 crores) of which 68 units (Rs,59,19 crores) w»re 
in the co-operative sector and 337 units (Rs,294.62 crores) were in 
the corporate sector, ©lere has been a sizeable Increase in the share 
of textile Industry In the total assistance of the CX»rporatlon bet-
ween 1970-71 to 1983-84. Since its inception upto June 1970,IPCI 
sanctioned an assistance of Rs. 38.16 crores or 11.3% of the total 
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assistance to the textile industry, which increased to 16,6% between 
1970-71 to 1983-84, The year-wise assistance since 1970-71, shows a 
mixed picture. During 1970-71, the share of textile industry was 7,7%> 
which-decXiaed to 3*7% durlBg 1971-72, and t*en improved to 8»1% 
during 1972-73 and further to 12,1% in 1973-74, In the next two years^ 
share of textile industry was stagnant around 11%, However since 
1976-77 its share increased sharply and reached to as hioh as 30,4% 
early 
during 1979-80, During/feighties^ though the ^hare of textile industry 
declined, yet it was the largest recipient of IPCI*s assistance ac-
cept in the year 1983-84 when it got only 9,2% share. However, cumu-
lative assistance upto June, 1984^shows that the textiles Industiy 
has got the highest share of 16,4% in the total assistance of the 
Corporation, As on 31 March, 1984, 177 reporting units assisted by 
IFCI including 151 composite mills, with an installed spindles of 
6,15 million, produced 304,35 million Jgs, of yam during 1983-84, and 
0,67 lakh installed looms produced 1133,05 million metres cloth,Ihis 
reveals that cloth production in IFCI*s assisted mills took place at 
the rate of 1691,1 million metres per lakh looms, while this rate 
for the country as a whole was 1707,5 million metres cloth per lakh 
looms, Tbus IPCI*8 assisted textile mills has *hown a poor perform-
ance in cloth production as conpared to the othcsr mills of th« country. 
During the period 1975-76 to 1983-84, 149 projects which w«r« 
assisted by IPCI with a capital cost of Rs, 888,51 crores created an 
additional capacity of 27,74 lakh ntinbers of spindles. These proje-
cts together produced output of the value of Es, 1071,09 crores. The 
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gross value-added by the these projects were Rs,258.85 cjcores,which 
comep to 29% of the total projects cost* These prrjects provided di» 
rect employment for more than one lakh people In ths country. 
3. CEMENTt 
As on 31 J&rch 19e4# there were 93 Cement units operating in 
thQ country with an installed capacity of 44,3 million tonnes. During 
1983-84, actual production of cemrnt, was 27«10 mlllloB tonres Indica-
ting the capacity utilisation of 61^2%, as against a capacity utili-
sation of 80»85C during 1970(Jan-Dec,)^ 'Ihis shows that, over the 
years, there has been significant decline in the capacity utilisation 
in the cement industry. The main factors responsible for shortfall 
in production arei 
1} drastic power cuts ranging from 20 to 75% in various cement 
producing states| 
11) shortage of coalf 
ill) Inadequate availability of wagonf and 
iv) limited availability of furnace oil resulting in partial or 
4 
compelete closure of many units* 
Since its inception v^to June 1984# IFCZ hes sanctioned a 
financial assistance of Rs.250.06 crores for 115 projects in cement 
Industry spread all over the country, representing 11.6% of total 
assistance sanctioned by IPCI. At present cement is the second jnajor 
beneficiary of the IPCI*s assistance next only to the textile Industry, 
4. D||tt, Ru( dar, Sundiiram, K.P.M*, ** Indian Economy**, S.dluind and 
Company litdf New Delhi, 1985,p. 
544. 
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over the years, share of cement has increased considerably. In abso-
lute terms, cement industry which got only Rs,0,50 crorea daring J.970-
71 incrfiased significantly to Rs«57«04 crores during 1983-94, !•«• an 
increase of aboutll4 times, in relative terms, its share increased 
from B«5% upto June 1970 to 12„6?( during 1970-71 to 1983-84. Thus 
share of cement irdustry in the total assiutance sanctioned by IFCI 
has increased both in absolute terms and lolative terms over the yeaz9» 
As on 31 March 1984* 48 IPCI assisted reporting units, having 
an installed capacity of 17.66 million tonnes, fave proiuction of 
13,94 milllcn tonnes during 1983-84, sliowing a capacity utilisation 
of 78.954. Nearly same level of capacity utilisation vms observed in 
1970 by IPCI assisted units. Thus overall the performance of IPCl 
assisted units vtaa better than other units operating in the country. 
Over the last nine years i.e. between 1975-76 to 1983-84, 81 
units in the cement industry which were assisted by IPCI, with a 
capital cost of te. 1822.25 crores, createid an additional capacity of 
22,6 million tonnes. The value of cement produced by these units 
together was Rs.875.48 crores, while the gross value-added were Rs,420. 
54 crores representing 23,1% of the total project cost, Tliese proj-
ects are expected to provide direct eaployment to about 24849 persons 
in the country, 
4, FERTILIZERSt 
At present, there are 52 fertilisers units in the countiri- pro-
ducincr a variety of nitrogeneous and phosphatic fertilizers. Out of 
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these« 36 luilts were the nitrogeneous fertilizer units with an 
installed capacity of 51*44 lakhs tonnes during 1983-84, as against 
17 units with an Installed capacity of 12,6 lakh tonnes upto Deceiriber 
1970, Actual prodiiction during 1983-84 was 14.91 lakh tonnes of nit-
rogeneous fertilizers indicating a capacity utilisation of 67•9%. 
As aaalnst this, 9 reporting IFCI assisted nitrogenous fertilizers 
units with an installed capacity of 19 lakh tonnes, gave a product-
ion of 15.81 lakh tonnes givlrg an average capacity utilisation of 
83.2%. Ihus IPCI's assisted units in the nitroqeneousfertilizers 
Industry has shown a better perfomiance than other units in the 
country. 
As on 31 mrch 1984, 16 phosphatic fertilisers units, which 
had an installed capacity of 14.18 lakh tonnes showd a production 
of 10,48 lakh tonnes during 1983*84, This shows a capacity utilisa-
tion of 73,9?', as against a capacity utilisatlcn of 47,751 achleve<{ 
in 1970. Thus over the years, production in the phosphatic fertili-
zer units in the country haj Increased, As compared to this, prccuc-
ticn during 1983-84 Ilk the 5 reporting IPCI assisted units in the 
phosphatic fertilizers was 5*37 lakh tonnes against an installed 
capacity of 5,29 lakh tonnes. It shows a capacity utilisation of 
101,5% against a capacity utilisation of 78,6% achieved in 1970, 
In this way in phosphatic fertilizers IPCI's assisted units • perfor-
mance was quiet well. Overall IPCI*s assisted units* performance 
in *-he fertilizer* Industry was satisfactory. 
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Since Its inception upto Jtine 1984, IPCI has annctioned fin-
ancial assistance of 8s, 109,24 crores to 38 projects, representing 
5^1% share in the totaX assistance. However, over the years, share 
of fertilizers industry has gone down, Upto June 1970, share of fer-
tilizer in total assistance of the C3orporation was 6,8% which decli-
ned to 4,5% between 1970-71 to 1983-84, The year-wise assistance 
between 1970-71 to 1983-84 has been widely fluctuating, During 1972-73 
and 1975-76, it has got no share in the total assistance cf the Ck>r-
poration, A brealc-up of this 14 yeara period shows that r'uring seven-
ties share of fertilizer in IFCl»s aa&istancc v;as 3.9% %f!ilch in the 
early eighties inproved to 5%, Thus in recent years IFCl i i giving 
an increasing attention to this industry. 
During the period 1980-81 to 1983-84, 22 fertilizer units ass-
isted by IPCI with the total capital cost of Rs, 1240,67 crores produ-
ced fertili^ iers of the value of Rs,772,57 crores. The gross value-added 
by these urlts were recorded at R3,319,67 crores,forming 25,8^ of the 
total capital cost. These projects together provided direct ewploj^ 
roent to about 6465 peirsons in the country, 
5, IRON AND STEELt 
For Pandit Jawahar Lai Nehru Steel was a symbol of the streng-
th of econ<»ny and a portent of the glory of India of the future, 
Cn the eve of independence, total capacity of iron and steel 
Industry was 1,3 million tonnc»» As on 31 March,1984, there were 6 
main plants of saleable steel in the country with an installed cupa-
city of 9,2 million tonnes, but the actual production came out to 
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6.4 million tonneSj showing a capacity utilisation of 69,i}(» As 
against this 3 reporting units assisted b% IFCI with an lnstall«d 
capacity of 2.3 million tonntts gave actual pff&ductlon of 2«1 milli-
on tomes of saleable steel, giving a capacity utilisation of 51,3Jb» 
Ihxis IFCI assisted ui^ its had given a felatively good performance In 
the field of saleable steel* 
At present there are 6 main plants of steel .•*.'. gots in i'^e 
country having an installed capacity of 11»4 million tonnes of steel 
ingots. Actual production in these plants were 7.9 million tonnes 
durino 1983-84, giving a capacity utilisation of 6<5.4%«^ these, 3 
IFCI assisted reporting units had an installed capacity of 2,8 mill-
ion tonnes of steel ingots, while actual proc'uctlon In these plants 
during 1983-84 was 2»5 million tonnes, This shows a capacity utili-
sation of 90,6%. Thus IFCI assisted steel ingots plants alec had 
given a better performance than other units in the -QB^ uttye 
Beside these main plants, •H:he mini steel plants have been 
playing an jncreasinoly Important role in meetlnr' the demand for 
steel."^ As on 31 March 1984^there were 149 mini steel plants ope-
rating in the country, with an installed capacity of 2,8 million 
tonnes of steel Ingots/billets, The actual production in these plan-
ts during 1983-84 were two million tonnes showing a capacity utili-
sation of 72%, As compared to this, IFCI assisted 15 reporting units 
had shown a capacity utilisation of 70,9%, Ihus the performance of 
5, Seventh Pivr Year Plan 1985-90,Vol,II,p,178, 
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IFCI assisted tolnl steel plants were marginally lower than other 
mini plants operating in the country. 
Since its inception upto June 1984, IPCl sanctioned finance 
ial assistance to 126 units of iron and steel of the order of Rs,132.5X 
crores against which disbursements amounted to Rs«96*0 crores. This 
forms 6*1/4 of total assistance sanctioned by IPCI since its incep-
tion upto June 1984» However, the share of iron and steel in the 
financirg operations of IPCI has increased only after 1970» l^to Jtme 
1970, share of iron and steel was only one percent, but during 1970-
71 to 1983-84, its share increased considerably to 6,3/U A brea3c»up 
of this period shcv;s that during 70s share of Iron ano steel wns 
early 
6»995, but during/806 > its share declined to 5»6%» Ifoough the share 
of iron and steel in the early eighties has declined yet it is still 
getting a good share in the total assistance of the Corporation. 
Year-wise assistance shows that the share of iron d-nd ste"?! was wide-
ly fluctuating specially in the seventies. During the early ft?lghties, 
its share was arotxnd 5% except in the year 1982-83, when it got a 
share of 9.9%» 
Between 1975-76 to 1983-84, 62 units assisted by IPCI with a 
capital cost of Rs, 431.1 crores produced output of E3,574.16 crores* 
The value-added by these projects were Rs,157.32 crores representing 
36.5^ of the total capital cost. These units together provided emp-
loywint to an estimated 15,786 persons in the country. 
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6. PAPERt 
7t»ere were 222 manufacturing units In the organised sector 
©f paaen Industry with an installed capaci^ of 19,15 lakh tonnes 
during 1983-84, as against 57 urits with an installed capacity of 
7»68 lakh tonres during 1970-.71. Titiis shows that betwren 1970-71 
to 1983-84 there tias been 249*3% increase in the production capa-
city of paper industry. But the performance of paper irdustry, over 
the years, has deteriorated considerably. As againt^ t a capacity 
utilisation of 98?!^  achieved during 1970-71, it fell to 71.5?^  during 
1980-81 and further declined to 60.6% during 1983-84. ^ us since 
1970-71, there has been a declining trend in the capacity utilisa-
tion of paper industry, l^e same trend has also been noticed in the 
IPCI assisted units.Problems confrontinn the paper industry, acco-
rding to th© Seventh Five Year Plan* ^ re, • -•-- relating to availa-
bility of cellulosic raw materials, shortage of power Qnd coal and 
technological es^solesewtme resulting in very lour level of capacity 
utilisation,' H6 
The performance of mini paper units assisted by IFCI was gene-
rally unsatisfactory. Most of the units suffered from poor per£om-
ance of the machines in addition to power restrictions and increase 
in cost of basic inputs. 
6, Seventh Five Year Plan, 1985-90^vol, 11^  p# 188, 
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Paper Industry Is the fourth largest beneficiary of IPCI's 
assistance. As on 30th June 1984,IPCI has sanctioned a financial 
assistance of Rs, 149,10 crores to 96 projects Jn the paper Indus-
try spread all over thr country. This ferott 6.9% of total assistance 
sanctioned by IFCI, The share of paper Industry In the total assis-
tance of IPCI has been stagnant over the years. However, In fecent 
years the share of paper Industry has gone down. For Instance, dtirlng 
1982-83 Its share was only 2,5% which improved to 3,6% during 1983-
84, 
During 1975-76 to 1983-84, 71 units In the paper. Industry 
assisted by IPCI with a capital cost of 8s,719,6 crores, created an 
additional capacl-^ of 7,59 lakh tonnes, Ihese units together pro-
duced an output of Rs, 409,76 crores, and the gross value-added by 
these proJectB came to Rs, 174,33 crores representing 24,2% of the 
total capital cost, Ohese projects together provided direct employ-
ment to about 28,277 persons In the country, 
7, CHEMICAL AND CHEMICAL PRODUCTS> 
Chemical Industry Is mainly in the private sector, Hindustan 
Organic Chamlcals Ltd, Is the only central public sector undertaking 
engaged In the manufacture of basic organic chemicals extensively 
used in drugs and pharmaceuticals, pesticides, dyes, dye lnteziii«»-
dlates and plastics. As on 31 March 1984, there were 34 xinits of 
caustic soda, 5 units of soda ash, 7 units of calcium carbide, 14 
units of acetic acid, 5 xinlts of carbon black, 27 units of liquid 
4i^orine etc, operating In the country. Among these, the perform-
ance of soda ash units was extzwnely well as the actual production 
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(7,80 lakh tonre«) in these units exceeded the installed capacity 
(7.61 lakh tonnes)* showing a capacity utilisation of 102»59S*How-
ever, performance of two IFCI assisted reporting urlts were quiet 
disappointing as they showed a capacity utilisation of only 16«4%. 
m case of caustic soda# the performance of 8 reporting 2PCI assii-
ted units were relatively better, as they showed a capacity utilisa-
tion of 78.9% as against a capacity utilisation of 73,7% recorded in 
all other units in the country. The average capacity utilisation in 
other products like calcium carbide,acetic acid, carbon blade and 
liquid chlorine were 56,55C# 60^, 67,5% and 53»9% respectively. Among 
these excluding the carbon black in which the performance of IFCI 
assisted units iircre not satisfactory, the performance of IPCI assis-
ted units in other products were relatively better. 
i:hough IFCI still provides a good amount of assistance to the 
chemical industries, but its share over the years has declined. Ihe 
share of chemical Inciustries upto OUne 1970 was R3.30.66 crores accoun-
ting for 9,1?' of total assistance sanctioned by IFCI.However, between 
1970-71 to 1983-84, Its share fell to 5,9% of the total assistance 
sanctioned by the Corporation over the last 14 years, A break-wqp of 
this period shows that during eevrntles, the shard of chemical indus-
tries* wer«' 7,7^ which declined to 4.eji during the early eighties. It 
reflects that in recent years the inportance of chemical industries 
in the operations of IPCI had declined. 
During 1975-76 to 1983-84, 168 units assisted by IPCI in a 
variety of chemical industries, with a total capital cost of Rs. 1847,2 3 
crores,produced ou-^ut worth of Bs.1721,19 crores. The valuerftddad 
by thes« units together amounted to Rs.S40.78 crores, accounting for 
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29,2% of total capital cost. An estimated 33185 persons were given 
direct eaployroent by these projects. 
8. TRAKSPORT EQUIPMENT! 
As on 31 March 1984, there were 8 units of comrerclal vehicles 
operating In the country, with an Installed capacity of 10,3000 vehi-
cles per arnum. During 1983-84 these units produced 88300 vehicles 
showing a capacity utilisation of 85.7J^ » As against thiSj2 IK:1 assi-
sted reporting units with an installed capacity of 51,500 vehicles, 
produced 45,500 vehicles during 1983-84 indicating a capacity utili-
sation of 88,3%, which is a satisfactory performance, Mottar cycle 
units in the country had shown a remarkable proructlon during 1983-84« 
PDur imlts operating in the country produced 1,60,300 motor cycles 
against an installed capacity of 1,15,000 motor cycles, Ihls shows 
a capacity utilisation of 139,4% during 1983-:>e4, However, one IPCI 
assisted reporting unit has shown a capacity utilisation of 80,6% 
during 1983-84, lUrms IPCI assisted unit, has shown a poor perfor-
mance in the production of motor cycles, SFCl assisted units has 
shown very disappointing performance in the production of scooters 
where it's assisted 4 reporting units has shown a capacity utilisa-
tion of 43,1% as against a capacity utilisation of 93,3% achieved 
by all other units in the country, Thus IPCI's assisted units in 
scooters and motor cycles have given poor performance. 
Transport equipments over the years has got an Increasing 
share in the total financial assistance sanctlrned by IPCI, bcth 
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In absolute terms as also In relative temns. Since Its inception 
upto JXine 1970, IPCI sanctioned an assistance of Rs,10,23 crores to 
transport equipments, accounting for 3% of total assistance sanction-
ed by IFCI, However, between 1970-71, to 1983-.84, assistance to this 
industry aggregntec? to Rs»85,67 crores, forming 4,6% of the total 
assistance of IFCI between 1970-71 to 1983-84, Ihus IFCI has given 
an increasing share to the transport equipment* 
During the year 1983-84, 13 units assisted by IPCI in the 
transport equipment with a capital cost of r•224.52 crores produced 
output of the value of Rs,486,16 crores. The value--added by these 
projects aggregated to Rs,lll#09 crpres, showing 49,5% of the total 
capital cost. These unit together provided direct ecjpbyment to nearly 
9107 persons in the country, 
9, ELECTRICAL WVCHINARY AND EQUIPMENT^» 
The industry group coinprises consumer durable and industrial 
Iterrs 111«e GLS lanps, flourescent tubes, power capacitors « AAQ/ACSR 
conductors, dry battery cells, filaments, welding electrodes, batte-
ries, transformers, switch gears, power cables, dcHnestlc electrical 
appliances, electronic goods and coiponents* 
As on 31 March 1984, there were 17 units producing GLS lamps, 
with an installed capacity of 296,69 million lamps. Actual produc-
tion during 1965-84 was 275,7 million lamps showing a capacity uti-
lisation of 92,7?^ , As against this, two IPCI assisted reporting units 
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with an Installed capacity of 56 adlllon latnps, produced 43«V8 
million lamps, giving a capacity Utilisation of 78,2%, Thus the 
performance of IFCI assisted units were relatively poor in this 
field. Similarly there wer^ 30 units of power transformers in the 
country during 1983-84 with an Installed capacity of 40,79 million 
KVA. Ihese units had shown a capacity utilisation of 70,4% during 
1983-84, As compared to it, one reporting unit assisted by IFCI 
has shown a capacity utilisation of 53,8%, iJiis shows that IFCI's 
assisted unit in the pov^ er transformers also had not given any en-
couraging result. Similarly in case cf flourescent ttibes also, the 
IPCl assisted units had given a poor performance^. The average capa-
city utilisation of PVC/PILC power cable manufacturing units assis-
ted by IFCI had also shown a decline in recent years. In this waj^ 
we ooDtilude that in the field of electrical machinery and equipment 
the IPCl's assisted units had not given satisfactory performnce. 
Since its inception upto JXine 1984, IPCI has sanctionec^  a 
financial asslstarce of Rs, 115,91 crores for 99 units in the elect-
rical machinery spread all over the country, Ihls forms 5,4% of the 
total assif^ tance of IFCI. Ifius electrical machihary is the seventh 
largest beneficiary of IFCI^s assistance. 
During 1975-76 to 1983-84, 45 units assisted by IFCI with a 
capital cost of Rs,239,84 crores produced an output of Rs,342,53 crores* 
T^e gross value-added by these units amounted to Rs,102,31 crores 
representing 42,7% of the total capital cost, These units togeth«ar 
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provided d i r e c t enploywent t o an estimated 11^648 persons In th-e 
country. 
10, KCa?..FERROUS METALS t 
Kton-ferroiis metals Includes altaminitam, copper (blister), zlnc# 
lead, and gold etc. 
The production of aluminium in 1983-84 was 2,2 lakh tonnes as 
against 2,09 lakh tonnes In 1982-83 and 2.08 lakh tonnes in 1981-82, 
Production of alnc during 1983-84 was 60,300 tonnes as against 52,000 
tonnes in 1982-83 and 57,674 tonnes in 1981-82, Production of lead 
vms 14700 tonnes in 1982-83, iSiere was marked improvement in the 
production of copper (blister) which was 34#600 tonnes in 1982-83 
as against 27*600 tonnes in 1981-82, 
Since its inception upto June 1984, IPCI has sanctioned assis-
tance of Es, 48,55 crores to 30 units in non-ferrotia metals group, 
forming 2,3% of total assistance sanctioned by IPCI, IFCI's assist-
ance in this group of Industries has been largely to the aluminium, 
cjopper iPining and copper alloy /ire units. 
Despite constraint of power IPCI assisted aluminium and alu-
mlnitam products units were able to improve thrir performarce in 
1982-83, However, IPCI, assisted zinc units in the private sector 
in Kerala showed a decline of 10% in its production during 1982-83 
and the performance of two copper mining companies in Karnataka 
assisted by IPCI was also unsatisfactory. 
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11. INDUSTRIAL MACHINERYt 
Utider the Industrial irachinery head encouraqlng growth rates 
wer«t recorded during 1982-83 In printing machinery, sugar machinery, 
rubber machinery, mining machinery, chemical and pharmaceutical ma~ 
chlnery* earth moving machinery etc,, vrhere the Increase Ih produc-
tlon during 1962-83 was 77,9%, 31,2%, 62,7Si# 47.8«/, 15% and 22.59S 
respectively, Bie production of textile machinery, have declined 
frca«'fc»259 crores In 1981 to ns,240 crores In 1982, The other Items 
of industrial machinery has shown a marginal decline In their pro-
duction* 
Upto 30th «3Une 1984, IPCI has sanctioned assistance of Rs.84,54 
crbres to 110 machinery and machine tools, ball and roller bearing 
manufacturing units. The performance of IFCI assisted units which 
Wffere in operation has shown a mixed trrnd. While some of the machi-
nery manufacturing units showed satisfactory results in other* the 
^^ ijiNilts were disappointing due to marlcet constraints, poor off-take^ 
f^pafikgement problems and power shortage etc, 
12|, JUTEi 
As on 31 fferch 1984, there were 69 JUte mills in the country 
>l^ th an installed capacity of 18.94 lakh tonnes of jute goods,But 
aictual production during 1983-84 in these units^ were recorded at 
€i,74 lakh tonnes, showing a capacity utilisation of 46,2%, As against 
tlhis^  15 IPCI*a assisted reporting units has shown capacity utSHlisa-
tion of 55#2%, "Itius overall performance of JUte industry was not 
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Satisfactory, JUte .Industry faced the problem of demand recessioii 
In '5omestlo and foreign markets, and stiff competion flow Bangla»» 
desh as well as from syhthetlc substitutes. IFCI, upto JUne 1984 
hBfj sanctioned a financial asslftance of ta#18»74 creres %o 27 jtite 
units In the country, 
13. RUBBER PRODUCTSt 
In the organized!, sector during 1982-83|, there were 110 units 
engaged in the production of rubber goods. The overall nroductlon 
of rubber goods increased by about 8^ in 1982-83 over the pjceveous 
year, 
• • 
The installed capacity in the automobile tyres and tubes \«re 
11.44 and 11.43 million nunfcers respectively against which produc-
tion vms estimated to be 6*&$ million nuntoers and 7.5 million nur-
bers, indicating a capacity utilisation of 85.6% and 65.6% respec-
tively. As against this, capacity utilisation in 6 reporting IFCJ 
assiated units of automobile tyres v/ae 70.4?', while in case of 6 
reporting IFCl assisted units in autoniobiJe tubes capacity utilisa-
tion was 55.7% tluring 1983-84. 5huB the performance of IFCI assistod 
units were relatively poor. 
Since its inception upto JUno 1984, IFCI has sanctioned 
financial assistance aggregating to Rs.59.07 crores to 29 units in 
the rvH^^^ goods industry, constituting 2.7% the total assistance. 
Of these, as at the close of June 1983, six units were ttnder iiqp-
lementation and one unit in Maharashtra was lying closed. The major 
problem faced by this industiy was shortage of natural rubber, woxic-
ina funds and high cost of basic inputs. 
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14. HOTELI 
The nurnbcr of hotels In the country Increased from 348 In 
1980-81 to 425 in 1983-84, However, the utilisation of room capa-
city In these hotels had shown a decline from 72% In 1980-61 to 
64.2% In 1983-84. The IPC! assisted hotels had also shown a poor 
room capacity utilisation (56.7%)« 
Since its Inception upto June 1984, IPCI has sanctioned Jln> 
anclal assistance of Rs« 41.56 crores rq;>re8entlng 1.9% share In the 
total assistance of the CJorporation. Over the last four years i.e. 
between 1980*^1 to 1983-64, IFCl assisted 20 hotels,creating an 
additional capacity of 4,732 rooms. These hotel projects together 
provided employment to about 9,312 persons in the country* 
-x-x-x-x-x-
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OHAPTER • IV 
PROMOTIONAL ROLE OF IFCI 
Over the years, the role of IFCI has extended to entire 
Industrial spectrum of the country• "While it continuiss t6 Be ©tie 
of the inportant purveyors of finance to the industry at national 
level, no less significant are its promotional activltiest* Since 
IFCI«B role in the fiftld of direct financing is confined to provi-
ding finance only to medium, medium-large and large scale industrial 
units in the corporate and cooperative sectors, in its developmental 
and promotional role, IPCI has been endeavouring to talce such steps 
which are considered necessary for preparing the base, leading to 
the derpenlng of proems of industrialisation in the country in 
2 
its multi-faceted fcrm* 2K:I*S efforts in this direction are tcwardsi 
a) filling In gaps either In institutional infrastructure nece— 
ssari' for promotion and growth of industries or in regard to 
provision of much needed guidance in project identification, 
formulation, inplementation and operation etc.f 
b) development and broad-basing entrepreneurshipi 
c) upgrading the managerial akillsf 
d) providing ancouragement to new and small entrepreneursi 
e) encouraging the adoption of indigeneous technology| 
1. Davar, D,N., * Promotional Role of IPCI, "Economic Tlines, 
26 July, 1984, p.5, 
2, * Guidelines Vox Applicants Seeking Assistance ", IPCI, 1984, 
p»36* 
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f) encouraging the use and manufacture of equipment relating to 
blo-gas and other renewable energy sources; 
g) reviving sick units. In the tiny and small scale sector; and 
h) encouraging self-development and self-employment of unemploy-
ed young persons, etc. 
The promotional activities of IPCI have also been designed 
with a view to accelerating the overall process of Industrial growth 
and e isure its dispersal not only amongst backward regions but also 
amongst new entrepreneurs virlth adequate thrust to the growth of 
Industry In medltim, anclalllary and small scale sectors* These are 
In keeping with the overall national objectives and priorities. 
The thrust of promotional activities Is to provlc'e such suppo-
rtive measures as can help to Improve the productvlty of human and 
material resources. At the same time, " the objectives of ensuring 
a better deal to the weaker and unc'er-prlvlleged sections of the 
society. In consonance with the socio-economic policy requirements 
under 
and particularly the thrust givenA^® TWenty-polnt Progranine have 
••3 
been kept In view, 
TO carry out these promotional activities, the Corporation 
has under taken various measures on Its own and In some cases along 
with other all-India financial Institutions, The activities which 
it has undertaken Jointly with other all-India financial Insti ,-
3, Daver, D,N., * Promotional Bole of IFCI,•• Economic Times, 
26 July, 1984, P,5. 
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tutions relate to the conmiissionlng of feasibility studies* techno-
econoroic surveys, conducting Industrial potential surveys and 
setting-up of Technical Consultancy Organisations CPcos) etc. 
RESOURCES FOR FINANCING PROMOTIOKAL ACTIVITIESt 
The promotional activities of IPCI are being financed out of 
Benevolent Reserve Fund (BRF) and Interest Differential Furds(lDFB)» 
The sunnrary of allocation ^  and utilisation of funds under Benevo-
lent Reserve Fund and Interest Dlffer©:itlal Funds upto 30th June 
1984 are given In the table 4,1 below. 
Allocation and Utilisation of Benevolent Reserve Funds and Interest 
Differential Funds 
(Sumnrary as on 30th June* 1984) (Rs, lakh) 
BRF IFF8 Ttotal 
Itotal Allocations 412.00 1195.10 1607.10 
Total Utilisation 264.54 856.96 1121.50 
• <l»l !• I • • • • . • I < • ' • • • • • ' • . . . I . 1 ..II . . . 
BAIAKCE 147.46 338.14 485.60 
SOURCES CSperatlonal Statistics* IPCI* 1983-84 
P»95 
/ 
BENEVOLENT RESERVE FUKD (BRF)| 
Benevolent Reserve Fund was created by an amendment of IPCI 
Act In December 1972. The activities for which the fund could be 
utilised are mainly fori 
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I) meeting the cost of feasibility studies, project reports, 
asarket and techno-econoinlc surveys i 
II) assisting project© promoted by new eatcpren^ijrs and tecbso-^  
legistsI 
III) promoting research In financial and industrial management by 
creation of Chairs in Universities and other academic insti-
tutions; and 
iv) meeting the cost of training of personnel of financial insti-
tutions etc. 
Hi the beginning in 1972, a sum of Bs.40 lakhs was transferred 
to Benevolent Reserve Fund out of the profits of the Corporation during 
1972-73. l*ils sum has Increased to Rs.SO.OO lakhs during 1983-84, show-* 
ing an increase of 25.0%. Upto 30th June, 1984, a sum of Es.412;00' 
lakhs had been transferred to Benevolent Reserve Rind, out of the 
profits of IPCI, out of which only a sum of R3.264.54 lakhs had been 
utilised on various promotional activities of IPCI, 
2. INTEREST DIFFERENTIAL POMPS (IDI^ ) t 
Another source of financing the promotional activities of th« 
Corporation is the Interest Differential Funds received from the 
Government of India. These funds are received from the government 
in the form of loans and grants on a 50t50 basis. Interest Differen-
tial Funds represents the money received from the Government of 
India, out of the Interest paid by the IPCI, Kreditanstalt fur-
Wiederaufbau (KfW) Government of India, and the Federal Republic of 
Germany. During the year 1983-84, a sum of Rs,76.50 lakhs was reoeived 
by w ^ of grants and b.56.00 lakhs by way of loans. Upto the 30th 
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OUne 1984, the total allocations of Interest Differential Finds 
stood at Rs«1195«10 lakhs, against which an amount of Rs, 856*96 
lakhs had been utilised on various prorootlonal activities of IPCI. 
SPECIFIC AGENCIES OF PROMUTIQKAL ACTIVITIESt 
Thrcxigh a number of specialised agencies set up by the Corpo-
on 
ration, either/Its own or Jointly with other all-India financial 
Institutions, IPCI has endeavoured to fill in naps. In the Insti-
tutional Infrastructure and for providing the much needed guidance 
In project Identification, formulation. Implementation and Operation, 
etc», to the new^ small and iredlum scale entrepreneurs. Specific agen-
cies through which corporation undertakes various promotional acti-
vities are as follows* 
1, RISK CAPITAL FOUNDATIONt 
Technologists and professionals with practical experience' of 
Incjlustry represent a reservoir of entrepreneurial talent. The prob-
lem before these technicians and professionals in settlna up indus-
trial ventures of their own Is finding the sources from where they 
can mobilise the promoter's capital to represent financial stake In 
th«H ^ project. 
Recognising the need for suitable institutional mechanism to 
prrvlde equity support to the professionals who wanted to set-up 
m<^lum and large scale Industrial ventures, IPCI sponsored the Risk 
Cjtipital Foundation in January', 1975, at New Delhi, filling an Impor -
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tant gap In the institutional Infrastructure• It was sponsored by 
the Corporation with a view to providing supplementary finarch on 
soft terms to new entrepreneurs and technologists. The assistance 
from the Foundation would enable them to contribute their share of 
the promoter's equity In respect of projects being promoted by then;. 
Wie loans from Foundation are Interest free personnel loans ranglr^ 
from Bs»15 lakhs to Rs, 30 lakhs (depending upon the number of promo-» 
ters) to enable them to meet upto 50»(TA of th-^ ir quota of promoters* 
contribution for setting up new project*• The creation of Bisk Capi-
tal FDXindation (RCP) was a step in the direction of broadening the 
entreprenurial base In the country. 
The Foundation began Its operation Ir JUne 1976^ when it sanc-
tioned two soft loans aggregating Rs. 10»65 lakhs, in respect of two 
applications. Since then its assistance has increased considerably, 
Upto the 30th JUne 1984# Fourdatlons cumulative assistance aggregated 
to Rs, 602,58 crores for 111 promotexB for their 67 projects, over 
eight year of its operations. Against this, disbursements worked 
out to Rs,384,88 lakhs, for (M prcwoters, for thrlr 51 projects during 
the same period. The year-wise Bisk capital Assistance provided by 
Risk Capital Foundation are given in the table 4,2 below» 
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TABLE-4,2 RisH Capital Assistance Provided by Risk Capital 
Poundation^ New Delhi, sponsored by IFCIil976'-»1984 
YEAR _ Sanctions Disbursement 
(January- Amount No, of Pro- K>lr ot Amount N&,«£ Pro— No. of 
Deceiriber) (8s.lakhs)mot«r8» Projec-(Rs,lakhs) cnotors, projects 
t8» 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
(Jan-June) 
25.90 
27.50 
28.30 
^7.20 
63.85 
82,50 
65.00 
93.24 
149,00 
9 
4 
10 
16 
14 
13 
10 
15 
20 
5 
1 4 
5 
9 
8 
10 
7 
8 
11 
6.75 
21,55 
16.75 
49.39 
52.20 
76.85 
66.35 
59.74 
35.30 
1 
6 
4 
14 
14 
15 
12 
8 
7 
1 
4 
3 
8 
7 
10 
7 
7 
4 
TOTAL 602.58 111 67 384.88 81 51 
SOURCE! Operational Statistics, 1983-84, p.101, 
Since June 1976, when Risk Capital Foundation Comin^ iced opera-
tions, its sanctions and disbursements have risen siqniflcantly. 
During the six months of its working in 1976, its sanctions have 
amrunted to Rs.25.90 lakhs for 9 promoters in respect of 5 projects. 
After a marginal increase in the sxdDsequent two years, sanctions of 
Foundation rose significantly in 1979 when it sanctioned Rs.67.20 
lakhs for 16 promoters of 9 projects. After 1979 the sanctions of 
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the Foundation has fluctuated upto 1982, but in 1983, it sanctioned 
Rs, 93«24 lakhs, for 15 promoters In 8 projects. Subsequent to thati, 
durif)9 the six Months period ending on 30th J\ine4fl984 Foundation 
had provided risk capital assistance of Rs, 149,00 lakhs to 20 entre-
preneurs In respect of 11 projects, promoted by them, which Is a 
record, Itils substantial Increase In the assistance during 1984 was 
dut to llberllsatlon of the Risk Capital Assistance Sc:heme and enlar-
gement of the scope and eligibility criteria for the dame. Founda-
tion *s scheme now stands considerably llberllsed by widening the 
definition of 'entrepreneur' and agreeing to provide. In suitable 
case8# assistance by way of direct svibscrlptlcn to equity capital of 
projects promoted by new entrepreneurs, 
2, HCHNICAL CQKSULTAKCY ORGANISATIONS (tCOB) t 
' With a view to providing low-cost but quality consultancy ser-
vices to tli^, small and medlxim scale entrepreneurs, all-India finan-
cial Institutions, Including IPCI (Jointly with the state level orga-
nisations and banks) have set-up Technical Consultancy Organisations 
(TCQs) In various parts of the country. The prlirary objective of the 
TGC19 Is to provide under a single roof# the total package of services 
Khlch Include preparation of feasibility reports, project reports, 
market surveys, carrying out Investigations for prospective entre-
pr^neurs, provldlrg guidance to entrepreneurs on project development, 
/^i implementation and operation as also technical guidance to the exlst-
/In^ Industrial units with regard to their schemes of diversification, 
modernisation and more efficient operations, providing marketing. 
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financial and technical advice regarding the rehabilitation of sicic 
units, identifying potential entrepreneurs and undertaking activi* 
ties relating to the entrepreneurf-al development etc. 
So far as 16 Technical Consultancy Organisations are in opera-
tion in the country, IPCI has participated in the growth and develop-
tnrrt of all tPechnlcal Consultancy Organisations sponsored by all-Irdia 
flniinclal institutions^ but it is holding the lead responsibility in 
respect of Hirnachal Consultancy Organisation Ltd, (HIMCON), Rajasthan 
7 
Ootisultancy Oroanlsation Ltd» (RAJCOK) and Madhya Pradesh Consultancy 
/ Ltd, 
Cl|raanlsation/(I1PCON) established in 1977, 1978 and 1979 respectively, 
^ e summary of operations of these three IPCI-sponsored Technical 
f 
fconsultancy Organisations are presented in the table 4,3 below* 
/rABLE-4,3 Operations of IFCI sponsored TCCte 
(cumulative upto 31,12^83) 
PARTICULARS HIMCON RAJCON MPCON 
1, No, of assigments(involving invest-
ment )coinpleted 
2, Estimated investment contenplated 
in respect of (1) above (Rs,crores) 
3, Employment Potential(No,of persons) 
in respect of (1) above, 
4, Other assignments completed 
5, No,of Entrepreneurship Development 
Pr<^ grammes (EDPs )conducted 
6, No,of Entrepreneurs trained 
SOURCES 36th Annual Report of IFCI, 1983-84, P|)68i 
488 
119,07 
22,696 
82 
4 
64 
288 
50,07 
8,725 
89 
7 
170 
586 
323,41 
12,572 
509 
28 
668 
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a , HIMACHAL COHSUIiTAKCY ORGARISATIOK I/ED. (HPICON) t 
HlfCOK, the first consultancy organisation oponsored by the 
IPCI, completed its seven years of operations in December 31,1983. 
During the year 1983, HIMCOK conpeleted 103 assignments invo-
lving an estiirated investment of Rs,16«ll crores, as against 84 
assignments with an estimated Investment of Ite.15.17 crores during 
1982. Since its Inception upto the Deccntoer, 1*983, it compelcted 
488 assignments with an estimated investment of 8s, .119,07 crores. 
These assignments were related to the preparation of pre-feasibility 
studies and feasibility studies^ project reports, industrial poten-
tial surveys, rehabilitation studies etc. Besides these, 84 more 
assignments were also completed in various other fields. 
In addition to this, HIMCON also carried out, in collaboration 
with the Directorate of Industries, Hlroachal Pradesh, and Development 
Banking Certre of f^nagement Development Institute, New Delhi, four 
Entrepreneurshlp Development Prograiranes (EDPs) and continued to fo-
llow-up with regard to the earlier progranmes conducted by it, 
b. RAJASTHAK CQKSULTAMCY QRGAMISATION LTD^ (RAJCON) i 
RAJCON was established in August 1978, Apart from preparing 
tech:^ K)-economJ c feasibility studies, RAJCON has undertaken monitor-
ing of sick industrial units. Since its inception t^to December,1983, 
Investffent 
RAJCOK has coinpeleted 288 assignments for which required/is estimat-
«8d at Rs. 50,07 crores, with the direct employment potential for 
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abrut 8725 persons• m the year 1983, RAJCCa^  conpeleted 65 asslgn»» 
itiFnts for which investment was estimated to be Rs, 10,81 crorcs, while 
during the year 1982, it cowpeleted 74 assignments with an estimated 
investment of Rs« 8.46 crores. 
C* MADHYA PRADESH CONSULTANCY ORGAKISATIOK LID*(UPCOM)% 
MPCON was incorporated in mrch 1979 and it commenced its 
business in May 1979, Upto December 31, 1983, it compeleted 586 
assignments, involving an estimated investment of Hs,323.41 crores 
and direct potential employment for about 12,572 persons, In ad<^ ition 
to these, ^ 5PC0N has also conducted 28 Entr^reneurship Development 
Programmes . 
The overall performance of Technical Consultancy Oroanlsatlens 
may not be assessed only in terms of number of assignments handled 
by them, but the qualitative aspects of thflr performance is much 
more important. Overall, the 15 Technical Consultancy Oraanisatlons 
together had executed, upto the 30th June 1984, 13,263 assignments 
pertaining to feasibility studies, project reports, project profiles, 
industrial potential surveys, rehabllitaticn studies, appraisals and 
other assignments, etc. bear testimony to the on-going impact being 
created by them in the area of consultancy to the small and smalls 
meditim Industrial projects. 
3. MAi^GKMENT DEVt^LOPMLNT INSTITUTE(MDI) t 
For developing and improving the day-to-day roanaaeroent and also 
with a view to encouraging professlonalisation in manng«nent, IFCI 
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had sponsored a S^anageInent Development Institute (^ DI) near Delhi. 
The Institute seeiks to fulfill the needs of Industry Ir the field 
of i|ianagenirnt development and research In an effort to promote the 
appllcatlor of management science generally to Industrial concerns. 
later on. In order to meet the Increasing training needs of 
professionals and executives of development banks. Industrial de«re~ 
lopmcnt agencies, ijechnlcal Consultancy Organisations, etc, a Devs-
lopment Banking Centre(DBC) was constituted In 1977 as a wing of M>I, 
Cumulatively since Its Inception upto 30th Jure,1984, MDI, 
was successful In organising 545 programmes benefitting 14,003 par-
ticlpants, of whome 479 were from outside the country. The year-wise 
details of operations of Management Development Institute arc givesi 
in table 4.4 below. 
TABLE-4,4t KDI»8 (INCLUDIKG DBC)PRCGRJtKMES AMD PARTICIPANTS t 
raranes No»of participants 
—IHHMI.pw—»«WIWM—•llnWillllll* Mlllll1»W m lifcl nil. • liJi|ll»llM1lll«lt—».M«M<——. 
454 
886 
1041 
1151 
1209 
1532 
1425 
1523 
1886 
2052 
1984(Jan - June) 42 844 
TOTAL 545 14003 
SOURCEI 36th Annual Report of IFCI, 1983-84 p.71 
YEAR 
(January-December) 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1991 
1982 
1983 
NO. of Pr< 
15 
25 
28 
38 
52 
53 
55 
59 
77 
101 
110 
The above table shows that operatlors of Management Develc^-
meni/ Institute has continuously increased* since its beginning in 
197JI,During the year 1974^ the Institute conducted 15 prcgranmies 
year 
benefitting 454 participants, but during the/1983, number of prog-
r^ irtnes conducted by Management Development Institute increased to 
|01 (an increase of nearly seven times) benefitting 2,052 particl-
pknts* tnnese figures for the next six ninths stood at 42 and 844 
/respectively* UJJto 30th JUne 1984, Management Development Institute 
including Development Banking Centre) had also compcleted 38 resea-
rch projects in various fields in the country, 
ttonagement Development Institute has the distinction of orga-
ill sing several programmes in collaboration with the United Nations 
( 
Pevelc^ment Prooramrc (UtDP), International Labour Oraariisation(ILO), 
As«iociaticn of Developnient Financing Institution in Asia and the 
Pacific (ADPIAP), Economic Development Institute(EDI), United Nations 
Industrial D^velopmrnt Ornanisatlon (UKIDO), Asian procuctlvlty Coun-
cil (APC) and German Foundation for International Development etc, 
• • StJ^EPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMEKT INSTITUTE OF I t iLlA(EDIl) t 
* Some persons andoubtedly are bom or <|lfted with entrepre-
Bcrlal talents* But where the entrepreneurship is lacking, it needs 
to b« developed if the available industrial and local resource endow-
**4 
iTJonts a r e t o be harnessed p r o d u c t i v e l y and g a i n f u l l y , IPCI*s 
4 , Davar, D , N , , *• P r o w r t l o n a l Role of IPCI, •• Eksonomic Times, 
26 Jtt ly , 1 9 8 4 , p . 5 . 
I l l 
contribution In the flrld of entrepreneurship development has been 
in the form of extendingi 
a} financial Bupsort to the agencies eonc'uctlng Entrepreneurshlp 
Development Prograrranes (EDPS)/ 
b) assisting in the establishment of the Entrepreneurshlp Deve-
lopment Institute of Ini^ ia (EDII) at national Icvelf and 
c) sharing the cost of Science and Technology Entrepreneurshlp 
Development Programmes of the National Science and Technology 
Entrepreneurshlp Development Board (KSTEDB) set«»up by the 
Government of India, 
The Entrepreneurshlp Development Institute of India (EDII), 
wn?.cn commenced itc operation^ in July 1983, carried out X'/ithin a 
peirlc><3 of one year, six general Entrcprcneurchlp Dcveloprrc-r.t Prog-
r^tmeB (EDPs)- two at Trivandrum (Kerala), one at Port-BlalrCAndman 
j^tid Nicobar Islands), one at Panajl (Goa) and two in Union Territory 
0f Chandiqarh, 
,5* RURAI. EKTREPRLKEURSHIP DEVgLQPMENT ORGANISATION (REDO) I 
IPCI has also agreed to fund on a sharing basis, the cost of 
setting up a Rural Qitreprenearship Development Centre at Ranch! 
(Bihar) and a Rural Management and Entrepreneurshlp Development Centre 
(RMEDC) in Karjat TalukajDistfict Raigarh (Faharashtra). 
PROMOTIONAL SCHBMESOP IPCIt 
IPCI, OB its own has be^ n^ operating six promotional schem«0 
aa followst 
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I) Scheme of Subsidy for Encotiraglnq the Adoption of Indegeneoxts 
Technology? 
II) Scheme of Subsl*^ to New Entrepreneurs for meeting cost of 
Market Studies, etc.; 
lii) Scheme of Subsidy to Small Entrepreneurs for meeting cost of 
Feasibility studies, etc.i 
iv) Scheme of Subsidy for Promotion of Ancillary and Small Scale 
Industries; 
v) Scheme of Subsidy for Revival of Sick Units in the Tiry and 
Small Scale sectors; and 
vl) Scheme of Assistance for self-development and sclf-^mploi/mrnt 
of unemployed Young Persons, 
The ccheme-.v7isc subsidies/assistance glv^n under IPCI»s ptowo-
tional schemes arc given in table 4»5 below* 
TABL£-.4,5i Sdhemtt'-^lee Subsirijes/Assistance given uncer IFCI*B 
*"iproBnotibna1 Schemes. 
Sehamc Amount (Hs, lakhs) 
_______^ _____ upto June, 1984. 
1. scheme of Subsidy for Encouraging the Adoption 24.37 
of Indegenous Technology. 
2. Scheme of subsidy to New Entrepreneurs for meeting 
cost of Market Studies. 0.72 
3. Scheme of subsidy to Small-Entrepreneurs for meet-
ing cost of Feasibility studies, etc. 67.63 
4. Scheme of sxibsidy for Promotion of Ancillary and 
Small scale Industries. 9.67 
contd. 
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0^%..^^ Awouht CRs» l a k h s ; 
^^^^ up to June, 1984, 
5 - scheme of subs idy fot Revival of Sick Units O,iS0* 
' i n t h e Tiny anS Small S3ale s e c t o r s , 
0 , Sjcheine of A s s i s t a n c e fo r Self-Development and -
i^elf-Enplcymcnt of Uneinployed Yoiing Persons* 
• ""I'. 4 ' 
SOURCEJ qperatlonal Statistics, IPCI, p.97. 
i,/SfeteMn. OF SUBSIDY FOR EKCOURAGIKG THU ADOPTIOK OF IKDIGEKOUS 
pCEpHKOLOGYT 
4One of the national objectives of industrial devcloDinent in 
the coUrtry is to prorrote scientific baad technolcqlcal self-relian-
ce and' consequently projects based on indigencous technolocry are to 
be encouraged, IPCI in 1977 has launched a scheme which envisages 
provi/slon of concessional finance to projects for the corarerclal 
c*ploiitdtlon of inc^ egeneous technology, Ctoncessicnal financr will 
take '^ h« form of subsidy. 
Wic'er this schrme all projects: whther Ir tiny, small or 
medium-scale (with capital cost upto fe, 5,0 crores) which have bren 
setoup with the help of financial assistance provided either by the 
State. Financial Ootporatloifl or by IPCI^ or Inc'ustrial Development 
Bank of India (ZDBI) or by Industrial Credit and Irivestment Oorpo-
racion of India(ICICI) are entitled to asslstanct in the form of 
a one-time subsidy, determinable on a casr to case baris. 
In the case of tiny and small scale sector units, the subsidy 
Is limited to 9Cfti of the cost of acquisition of inc'.lgeneous know-
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how subject to a celling of 8s, 20,000/- or 10% of the cost of the 
project, whichever Is lower^ In the case of medium sector units 
with a total project cost upto te, 5,0 crores, the sxibsldy Is llrnl-
ted to 80% of the cost of acqulsltloft of Indigenous know-how subj-
ect to a celling of an amount not exceeding R3.5#0 lakhs or 10% of 
the cost of the project whichever Is lower. 
To be eligible under the scheme, the project should be of 
national priority and should be based on Indlqeneoxis technology 
(Including any process) or other know-how developed In or Invented 
by Government laboratories, public sector companies. Universities, 
National Research Development Corporation or axiy other Institution 
recognised by the Government of India. The Indlgeneous technology 
proposed to be adopted by the project should be one which has not 
already been exploited on a commercial scale £n the country and 
should be basic to the manufacture of the proposed product and not 
merely peripheral to It, 
Since the Inception of scheme upto June 1984, Corporation's 
subsidy aggregated to fte,24.37 lakhs. During the year 1983-84, Cor-
poration prrvlded a subsidy amounting to te,16,94 lakhs. 
The schare Is being operated In respect of tlnv' and small scale 
sector projects through the State Financial Corporatlonsi^nd In res-
pect of other projects directly by IFCI, 
11) SCHEME OF SUBSlCY TO NEW EKTRi:.PRENEURS FOR MERITING COST OF 
MM^ET STU&IES, ETC, t ~ ~ ~ ~ 
IFCI In order t o encourage the commissioning of proper market 
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studies, has launched a scheme in 1977, which envisaged to sxibsi-
dlse the cost of market studies Instituted by the new entrrpreneurs 
(who may be locally based or ncn-resldent Indians) for assessing 
the market frr the products proposed to be manufactured by them. 
Under the scheme new entrepreneurs who are setting up a med-
Itun sized project with a capital cost not exceeding te,3,00 crores, 
for the first time In the country, can avail themselves, of subsidy 
from IPCI, upto 75% of the cost of market survey]rfstudy, subject to 
a ceiling of Rs, 15000/- if the market survey/study assignment is 
handled by a Technical Consultancy Organisation, The new entrepre-
neurs can approach the concerned Technical Consultancy Organisation 
for market survey/stvidy even before formally filling their applica-
tions f'->r flnarclal assistance for their projects to state level/ 
all-India Developmoig^^inanclal Institutions, The amount of subsidy 
is released by IPCI to the concerned Technical Consultancy Organi-
satirn, IFCI*s subsidy support nfor a 'market survc=y/study * fulfills 
a long felt need of proper market assessment which is ultimately 
the fulcrum on whjch the success of any incustrlal project revolves. 
The facility under this scheme was utilised for the first time 
during 1983-t4 when the Corporation disbursed subsidies to 12 proj-
ects aggregating to Rs, 0,72 lakhs. It is expected that in future 
this scheme will help a lot to the new entrepreneurs in undertaking 
mazket surveys/studies so as to run the industrial projects success-
fully. 
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ill. SCHEME OF SUBSIDY TO SMALL KMTREPREKEURS FLR MEETING COST 
Qg PEASIBILIW STUblLS, ETC>« 
The objective of this scheme Is to encourage the smallest 
amonqr small entrepreneurs to avail themselves of the facilities 
affored by Technical Consultancy Organisations, especially in matt-
ers relating to preparation of prc-feasibility studies, detailed 
project reports, market studies, or preparation of documents for 
seekinn assistance from the financial institutions, technical guid-
ance etc. The scheme envisages to subsidise the fees of consultancy 
assi(Jnments (uptofeilimit of te,3 lakhs per annum per Technical C3o«i-
ultancy ojpganisatloa ) relating to feasibility studies, project rep-
orbS etc, paid by a first-time entrepreneur tc a Technical Con-
suliancy Organisation tc the extent of 80^ of the fees for the assi-
gnm^t or te.7500/- whichever is lower. However, the amount of subsi-
dy ^r physically handicapped entrepreneurs, or entrepreneurs belong-
ing ^ip schedule casts/schedule tribes is 100% of the fees for the 
assignment payable to a Technical Consultancy Organisation, sxibject 
to a^ '\maximum limit of Rs,8500/-. Further, sxibsidy can also be consi-
der^ d!^ ^ on merits, to two new projects, being of an entirely different 
t 
nature, sponsored by the same entrepreneure but a t d i f f e r e n t l o c a -
'tlorjisi, 
under the scheme encouragement is also given to the develop-
ment ^ f bio-gas and other renewable sources of «nergy. 
During the year 1983-84 Corporation under the scheme granted 
subsidies to 611 projects amounting to Rs,2C«52 lakhs. Since the 
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Inception of this scheme^ upto 30th June 1984, the comuljtive s\ib-
sidles by the Corporation aggregated to Rs,67*63 lakhs to 2077 pro-
jects spreftd aXl over the coiiatry* 
iV. SCHEME OP SUBSIDY FOR PROMOTION OF ANCILLAJK^AND SMALL SCALE 
One of the Important national objectives has been the rapid 
Industrialisation on a decentralised and dispersed basis thrrugh 
the encourac7crnrnt of small scale and ancillary industries. Accordin-
gly, IPCI has been operating as part of its promotional activities 
a scheme for promotion of ancillary and small scale industries»under 
this schere subsidy is available (upto a limit of Rs, one lakh per 
annum S>er Technical Consultancy Organisation/specified agency)for| 
a) identification of products suitable for anCtllarisition or 
for further processing in the small scale sector^ 
b) preparation of feasibility reports for establishing the via*, 
bllity of the proposed ancillary or small scale unity and 
c) rendering advice and guidance lr«;he technical, marketing and 
financial areas to small scale units which can be ancillary 
tp parent urits in 8mall/iRec}iiun.large scale sector* 
Payment of stibsldy upto 75% is made to Technical Consultancy 
Ozganisatioc/specilfied agency upon thf completion of the assigiunent 
and the balance 25% subsidy is released after the ancillary unit 
has be«n able to tie-up its financial assistance and has acquired 
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anctllazy status by formalising the arrangements with the parent 
unit. 
Burlng the yrar 1983-84 CJorporation provided a subsidy of 
BS,2*0 lakhs for 12 ancillary units. Comulative upto the 30th June 
1984# IPCI had disbursed Bs.9.67 lakhs by way of subsidy under this 
scheme, benefitting the promoters of 90 ancillafy units* 
V. SCHEME OF SUBSIDY FOR REVIVAL OP SICK UNITS IN THE TINY AKD 
feMM.L SCAI£ SECTORS t 
This scheme mas launched in June 1982, The objective of this 
scheme is to revive those tiny and small sector units, which are 
inherantly viable so that the revival process not only makes the 
eseisting investment productive, but is also able to restore confid-
ence amongst the nsr* entrepreneurs who wants to take up similar 
prpj^ts. 
This scheme envisages subsidising 80% (or Rs.5000/« whichever, 
is lt?wer) of the fees charged by a Technical Consultancy Organlsa-
tioti for carrying out a diagnostic study or for implementation of 
re>iabllltation programme or for nursing of a sick unit in the tii^ 
^ d small scal« industries from its sponsors/oAtmers or a financial 
ihstitution or a bank. However, in cases of assignments ^o a Tech-
nical Consultancy Organisation routed through State Corporations 
for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes or Backward Classes, 
/^ he fees for the assigiment are subsidised to the extent of 100!^  or 
\8s.5OO0/- whichever is lower. The limit of subsidy from IPCI under 
l^iB scheme is Rs. one lakh per annum per Technical Consulting Orga-
nisation. 
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The sick units are eligible for subsidy under the scheme only 
onc^ during the process of Its rehabilitation/revival, 
in one year of the operation of this scheme i.e. uptp June 30th_ 
1984, IFCI had disbursed a subsidy of Rs. 0.43 cr6res benefitting 9 
units• 
Vi. SCHEME OP ASSISTAKCEIDR SELF-DEVELOPMEN^ AKD SELP*EMPLOYMENT 
m order to tackle the problem of unemployment, as also Incal-
eating a sense of resourcefulness an»ng unemplpyedyouths in the coun*-
try, IPCI, introduced In June,1982 a schfroe of assistance for self-
development and self •employment of unemployed young persons. Ttie 
main objective of the scheme is to introduce persons who are other-
t^ ise without work to industry or industrial vocations after develop-
ing In them entrepreneurial traits and to settle thpitn through the 
process of self-employment. 
under the scheme, assistance in the form ofsoft Loans to an 
unemployed young person, within the age group of 21 to 35 years, who 
docfi not have a permanent or regular source of livelihood is made 
available through a Technical Consultancy Organisation or a Specified 
Agfency, to enable him to meet a portioti of the margin money required 
b^ bank/financial institution fcr financing the capital cost of his 
tiny/small scale sector project, provided the youth has undergone 
(| course in Entrepreneurship Development Programme conducted by a 
Technical Consultancy Organisation of a ^cclfled Agency and propose* 
tio set-up his own project which may be even a sh«p, trade, repair 
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servlL-e, productive unit, tiny or small scale industry etc. The 
Soft loan is; Interest-free for the first year^ and thereafter, 
carries a concessional rate of Interest as anplicable to 'Differen-
tiaX Interest Rate* advances of c<»ranercial banks from time to time. 
to 
Ihe? loan is repayable in a period of five/six years after a morato-
riiUm upto one yrar, depending upon the category of beneficiary. How-
eV«x* no assistance has been given by the Corporation under this 
sehcire upto June 1984. But It is expected that the scheme will make 
perceptible impact as it goes along, upon development of entrcpren-
«urship and generation of self-enploymert in the country» 
'StwxB, the promotional activities of IPCI have been designed 
with a vlcv/ to accelerating the overall process of industrial growth 
and ensure its dispersal not only amongst backward regions> but also 
amonost new entrepreneurs with adequate thrust to the growth of ind-
ustry in medium, ancillary and small scale sectors. Ihese activities 
are in keeping with the overall national objectives and priorities, 
such as, balanced develooment of different parts of the country, 
encouragemert to new entrepreneurs and broadening the entr<spreneurial 
base in the country through development of entrepreneurship, provi-
sion of much needed guid^ ince to the medium and small scale entrepre-
neurs in their tasks of project identiflcaticn, formulation,, ircpte-
mentation and operation etc. 
-x-x-x-x-x-
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CHAPTER - V 
CONCLUSIOt^ AND SUGGESTIONS 
7h 1948^ When ITCI was established/ It was absolutely new 
to the development banking and there were no conventions or pre-
cedents to be followed by It In Its operations. Hcjiifever, over the 
years, IPCI, working within the guidelines given by Its Charter^ 
hag endeavoured to fulfill the objectives for which It was set-up# 
Over the years, IPCI has not only built up Its expertise, but tias 
also gained a constructive and pragmatic approach oriented to 
chan'-es In economic philosophy as also social and national objec-
tives. 
IPCI*s opcratlcns reflect In a small but significant measure 
the pattern of Industrial Investmrn^: and structural changes that 
have taken place during the last three and a half decaifes of pla-
nned economic development In the country, Itie conclusions of the 
present stuf'y and the corresponding suggestions are presented In 
the following paragj^p])^^ 
Over the last 14 years^vla, between 1970-71 to 1983-84, the 
amount disbursed by the IFCl has Increased at a faster rate than 
the amounts sanctioned by It. It Is a healthy trend. However, there 
Is still wide gap betwern the assistance sanctioned and disbursed 
by the O^rporation, Infact, It is the procedural delays and Innu-
merable formalities responsible for slowing dewn the pace of 
disbursements. Therefore, it Is necessary that there should be 
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a change In the procec?ures for disbursements and unnecessary for-
malities should be avoided. TUne method of disbursement should be 
made sinple and easy to ensure the speedy disbursement of the 
assistance* 
The irajor part of the assistance sanctioned by IPCI has been 
in the form of loans, which had accoxinted for nearly 88»7% of the 
total assistance of the IPCI, However, over the years, the rela -
tlve share of loans in the total asristance of the IPCI has decli-
ned, which indicates broadening in the activities of the IPCI, 
Underwrltting assistance of the IPCI has accounted, for 8?C of its 
total assistance. In its underwrltting activities IPCI has shown 
preference for the issurs of capital by rstablishe. companies as 
also larcre issues, A discouraging feature cfl^ .CI's underwrltting 
operations is that disbursements are much lower than sanctions, 
ypto 30th JUne 1984, only 35% of the IPCI's sanctions under its 
underwrltting operations were disbursed. It means IPCI•a direct 
participation in Industrial ventures is limited and It mainly func-
tions as a term-lending institution, 
Corporatlor& assistance to industrial concerns by way of 
guarantees is very low, Infact, between 1970-71 to 1983-84, Corpo-
ration ms si stance in the form of guarantees has fallen down consi-
derably to an insignificant amount. Corporation can do a great ser-
vlc<=^  by guarjT"toeing loans of Industrial concerns and, therefore, 
it should enlarge Its activities In this respect and take active 
part in guaidnteelng loans of industrial concerns in future. 
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IFCI has been providing a substantial pajrt of its assistan^e^ 
to the projects in the cooperative sector, particularly, to sugar 
and cotton textiles^ About 12«5?4 of the total assistance has gone 
to cooperative sector* When a cooperative banking machinery already 
exists under the atispices of the Reserve Bank of India, the diver-
sion of such large func's of the Corporation to the cooperatives 
can not be justified* That anwunts the deprivation of the financial 
assistance to the private sector by the same amount* It will be more 
logical to use the cooperative banking structure for the purpose 
of financing the industries in the cooperative sector, and the furds 
of the Corporation should not be diverted in that direction* 
In its financing operation|»,nearly 2/3 of the assistance of 
the IFCI has gone to the new projects* A break-up of this assist-
ance has revealed that nearly 37*79^  of the total assistance to new 
projects were sanctioned to the medium-large projects, each proj-
ect having a ca-ii^ al outlay of 8s*5* 01 crores to Rs*10 crcres» 
-Knother 44*3% of the assistance were sanctioned for the large siae 
projects, each having a capital outlay of more than 8s* 10 crores* 
Thus 82% of the assistance of IFCI has gone for the medium-large 
and large sized projects, whjCi© the remaining li% was allocated to 
the meditim scale projects* It reflects that the Corporation has 
been successful in fulfilling one of its basic objectives of pro-
viding assistance to the medium and large scale projects in the 
country* As in each state. State Financial CorporatiorP (SPOs) have 
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already been set-up to assist the small and medluni-scale Industries, 
therefore. It is advisible thit IPCI should work In close coordina-
tion with the SFCB to help the small and medium scale projects and 
alsc to unc'erstand tho problems of each particular region. The coor-
dination of the activities of the 2PCI and SFCs will help a great 
deal in putting one ctep forward the march of industrialisation* 
IFCI is also assisting the public and Joint sector projects-
and their present share in the total assistance is satisfactory. 
The private corporate sector^ which is the largest recipient of the 
IFCI*s assistance (61.2%) even today, has got reduced its share 
over the years. TSils is discouraging feature, IPCI should provide 
increasing asslftarce to the private corporate sector, 
IPCI has accorded a good share in its assistance to the pro-
jects for their expansion/modernisation purposes. Its present- share 
is quiet satisfactory and it should be maintained. 
Depending ui>on the level of econrmlc activity and growth in 
a particular region/state/territory, IFCI's assistance has prac-
tically reached all places wherever a medium, medium-large or 
large sized industrial projects have come up, IFCI's coverage pre-
sently extends to 27 states and uni'-n teritories. If IPCI has not 
been able to reach a few states and unicr territories it is due 
to two specific reasons! 
a) IFCI can not set»up, on its own any industrial urit at a pla 
and has to depend upon applications for viable projects coming 
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to it for financial assistance from a particular state or 
unirn terltory; and 
b) IPCI finances only mec'luin, rredltun-large and largr^slzed in-
dustrial projects in the corporate and cooperative sectors• 
However, atatcwlso distribution of assistance of IFCI has 
8\v wn that it is Iconcentratcd irainly In the states like fteiharash-
tra, Qijarat, Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Kama-
taKa# TSicugh over the last 14 years, i»e'between 1970-71 to 1983 
-84, IFCI has considerably reduced the conccrntratlon of assistance 
to few states, yet the picture is not very much satl sfactory* 'One 
scope of assistance needs to be enlarged so as to provide greater 
assistance to bickward and neglected states for bringing an all 
roursd d^ 'velopmcnt of the country, 
IPCI, in pursuance of the govc mtncnt: *s policy to accelerate 
the in''"ustrlalis3tlrn of backward areas, has played an increasing 
role in nrcvldi'ng assistance to projects, loc iter' in ^he identlf-
led backward areas, specially since 1970-7l(i Between 1970-71 to 
1983-84, IPCI*s assistance to backv/ard areas has Increased at a 
much faster rate than the increase in its total assistance. The 
annual rate of growth in the assistance to backward acaas was 39.4?^  
as against 23.2% annual rate of growth in the total assistance of 
the IPCI between 1970-71 to 1983-84, iJiis higher rate of growth 
in the assistance to backward areas highlights the keen interest 
of the 05rporatlon to acdelerate the process of industrialisation 
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in backward areas. 
However, IPCI*s assistance to backward areas Is concentrated 
mainly to the seven states namely, Uttar Pradesh, Gujarat* Karna-
taka, Iteharashtra, Bajasthan and Tamil Nadu, accounting for two-
third of the total assistance, A discouraging feature of the Cor-
poraticn's assistance has boon that it has shrwn preference to ass-
ist projects ir th^ Identified backward areas of the developed 
states like I'Saharashtra, Karnataka, Gujarat, Tamil Kadu etc and 
not to the backward areas of the badkward states like Bihar, mdhya 
Pradesh, Orlsra etc, ©lis policy of the Corpcration has leC to the 
further increase in the regional imbalances rather than to reduce 
it, Thtis the corporation has not been successful in removing the 
re'-'ional iirbalances in the country, Thert fore, Oorporatlcn should 
charge its policy In this regard and shcuie give asslatarce to the 
backward areas of the backward states on thf prioi'lty basis, Ihotigh 
the goal of industrial policy can act be to develop all reqlcrs 
equally, but develcpmtr.t of each re^ qicn to its maximuHJ potential 
is essential, Sn this connection the present classification of 
Goveminent of India of the backward districts In three catfcgories 
•A»,'B' and *C* are of much help. The Corporation should give 
priority to the projects in the category 'A* of the back\rard dist-
ricts, which are No Industry/Special Region Districts, and then 
assist the projects In-the category 'B* and *C* of the the back-
ward districts. 
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The present strategy of attracting nrw entrepreneurs to 
backward renlons Is net appropriate, taking Into crnslderatlon the 
prgatlve fa^bers ^ dsttng In these areas s*ic*t as iac9c ot Infra* ^ 
structural facilities, econcinles of scale, lack of entrepretT#uxlal 
ability, expertise and prrfesslrnal competence rtc* To meet these 
adverse factors, the established business houses should be assigned 
a IcadincT role in establishing Industries in backward areas. For 
this purpose. Government of India, through i'-s policies can comoul-
sorlly ask thr Industrial groups to set-up irduetrlal units in the 
backi.'ard arras, BUrther, industrial plaining effort should concen-
trate on moulding the effective linkage effectt, in future. In this 
respect, IPC! can play an important role in engendering optimum lin-
kage effects through adopting necessary degrees of flcKlbility by 
assigning suitable weightaoc to projct:ts iirlth considerable linkage 
effects, 
Industrywise analysis of operations of IFCI has shown that 
basic and capital goods industries received only a mfagre percentage 
of the total assictance, while the consumer goods industries have 
got the substantial accomrodation. Since IFCI is a development bank 
whose basic objective is to bring rapid Industrial development of 
the country, therefore, limited resources of IFCI should be canali-
sed in such a manner as to give priorities to industrl'^ s according 
to their relative Iwportance in founding the base of rapid indus-
trialisation. Corporation will be better advised net to grant loans 
to th(;se industrial projects which are earning good profits and 
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which could raise funds from the capital market* It should give 
priority to such concerns which are in initial stages of their 
development and do not have access to capital market or other 
sources for funds but depend upon the specialised finarcial insti-
tutions to undertake the venture* 
;^art from Its projects financing operations, the promotio-
nal activities undertaken by IPCI has added a new dimension in 
the Industrial development of the eotintry. The promrtlcnal activi-
ties of IPCI has been designed with a view to accelerating the 
overall process of industrial growth and ensure its dispersal not 
only arotngst backv/ard regions but also amongst new entrepreneurs 
with adequate thrust to the growth of industry in mec:i\un# ancilla-
ry and small scale sectors, Ihese activities are in keeping with 
the everall national objectives and priorities such as balanced 
development of different parts ct the country, encouragement to 
new entrepreneurs and broadening the entrepreneurial base in th« 
country through development of entrepreneurship, provision of 
much needed guidance to the medium and small scale entrepreneurs 
in their tasks of project identification, formulation, ijviplenien-
tation and operation etc. By undertaking its promotional activi-
ties, IPCI has filled an important gap in the industrial develop-
ment of the country. 
Thus we may conclude that IPCI has played an important 
role in the industrial development of India* With a steady increase 
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ifa Its projects financing ope atlons, the promotional s^ ctivitles 
undertaken by IPCI have furthered a new dimension in the inciust-
rial dt^elcpinent olf the countryi A sigMfic^nt feature of IPCI's 
operations has been the Integration of its lending and investment 
policies with the govsmmentiS economic policies and the country's 
five year plans. With some changes in its policies and procedures 
menticned above, IPCI is expected to play an increasing role in 
accelerating the industrial dcveloprrent of the country^ 
**J* ^ rff^ilC^* rft** Jt ** 
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